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VERBAL SECTION
ODD - ONE - OUT

Refers to the process of selection of certain items from a given set of items which possess similar or
common properties or qualities and identifying the item which does not comply with those qualities.
This item being referred to as the odd - one - out.
In this type of test, we have to choose the one item which does not fit the given group of certain items,
these items may be in the form of words or numbers / pairs of numbers.

Type -1
ODD WORD
Illustration - 1:
Spot the stranger, in the following group out
(A) Physics (B) Chemistry (C) Biology (D) Zoology (E) English
Solution: (E) . Here Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Zoology deals with science but English is not.

Illustration - 2:
Choose the word which is least like the other words in the group.
(A) Snake (B) Lizard (C) Turtle (D) Whale (E) Crocodile
Solution: (D) . Snake, lizard, turtle and crocodile are reptiles while whale is not.

Illustration - 3:
Find the odd one - out
(A) india (B) Japan (C) New - Zeland (D) South - Africa (E) Australia
Solution: (E) . Only Australia is a continent.

Illustration - 4:
Find the odd one - out.
(A) Ear (B) Eye (C) Nose (D) Throat (E) Tongue
Solution: (D) . Throat is not a sense organ.

Type - 2
ODD ALPHABET
In this type of question, generally five groups of letters are given. Four of them possess similar property
in some manner and one is different from others which will be the answer.
The following association of alphabets to the numbers will be helpful for some problems.

A B  C  D E F G H  I J K  L 

1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9 10  1 1 12  

M  N O P  Q R S  T  U  V W  X 

1 3 14 1 5 1 6 17  1 8 19 2 0 21 22  2 3 24  

Y  Z  
          2 5 26 
           

MENTAL ABILITY
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Choose the group of letters which is different from the others :
Illustration - 5:
Choose the odd one :
(A) MOQ (B) SUW (C) YAC (D) EGH (E) KMO
Solution: (D) . All others options are having one letter difference between them.

Illustration - 6:
Choose the odd one :
(A) JOT (B) OUT (C) FED (D) DIN (E) DOG
Solution: (B). Here OUT contains two vowels, and others have only one vowel.

Illustration - 7:
Choose the odd one :
(A) YNHIA (B) SGRFI (C) ISEPU (D) FHUJU
Solution: (D). Letters U is repeated, but in others no letter is repeated.

Illustration - 8:
Choose the odd one :
(A) ABD (B) HIK (C) VWZ (D) QRT (E) JKM

Solution: (C). Except VWZ all other groups consist of three letters in which the first two are con-
secutive letters and the third one is one step forward of the second letter. In VWZ, there are two steps
forward between second and the third one is one step forward of the second letter. In VWZ, there are
two steps forward between second and third letters.

Illustration - 9:
Choose the odd one :
(A) ALMZ (B) BTUY (C)CPQX (D) DEFY
Solution: (D). In others first and last letters occupy the same position from the beginning and from the end .

Type - 3
CHOOSING THE ODD NUMERAL
In this type of questions, certain numbers are given, out of which all except one are similar in some
manner, while one is different and this different one is answer.

Illustration - 10:
Choose the one which is different from others :
(A) 275 (B) 693 (C) 341 (D)473 (E) 353
Solution: (E). The middle digit is sum of the other two. This property is not satisfied in (E).

Illustration - 11:
Choose the one which is different from the rest three :
(A) 428 (B) 7856 (C) 6742 (D) 326 (E) 4126
Solution: (E). The last digit or last two digits are the product of first two digits, but in option (E), it is not.
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Illustration - 12:
Choose the odd one :
(A) 174 (B) 203 (C) 84 (D) 126 (E) 154
Solution: (A). All are multiple of 7 except (A).

Illustration - 13:
Choose the odd one :
(A) 48 (B) 156 (C) 183 (D) 622 (E) 435
Solution: (D). In all other options sum of digits comes out to be 12 except (D).

Type - 4
CHOOSING THE ODD NUMERAL PAIR
In these type of questions, certain pairs of numbers are given out of which all except one are similar
some manner while one is different. This different one is answers.
Illustration - 14:
Choose the number pair which is different from others :
(A) 42-4 (B) 36-6 (C) 32-2 (D) 15-5
Solution: (A). The second number divides the first completely.

Illustration - 15:
Choose the odd one :
(A) 13-31 (B) 45-54 (C) 16-61 (D) 71-88
Solution: (D). All others pairs have digits in reverse order.

ASSIGNMENT
1. Find the odd one :

(A) carpet (B) purse (C) bag (D) pocket (E) jug
2. Find the odd one :

(A) Andhra Pradesh (B) Pondicherry       (C) Delhi     (D) Chendigarth      (E) Daman and Diu
3. Find the odd one :

(A) apple (B) carrot (C) orange (D) guava (E) tomato
Directions :  In the following questions 4-12 three of the following four are alike a certain way and so
form a group. Which is the one that does not belong to that group?

4. (A) lake (B) pond (C) pool (D) brook
5. (A) club (B) brush (C) crayon (D) pen
6. (A) silver (B) Platinum (C) gold (D) Copper
7. (A) panther (B) lion (C) whale (D) fox
8. (A) mist (B) cloud (C) rain (D) vapour
9. (A) banana (B) mango (C) guava (D) ginger
10. (A) pen (B) pencil (C) marker (D) ink
11. (A) carbon (B) copper (C) silver (D) gold
12. (A) plateau (B) star (C) mountain (D) forest
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Directions : In each of the following questions, four groups of letters are given. Three of them are alike
in a certain way while one is different. Choose the odd one.

13. (A) BD (B) MP (C) NQ (D) HK
14. (A) TV (B) MO (C) PR (D) FG
15. (A) PRT (B) MOQ (C) GEC (D) TVX
16. (A) EBA (B) XUT (C) TQP (D) JFE

Directions : In each of the following questions, four groups of letters are given, three of them are alike
in a certain way while one is different. Choose the odd one.

17. (A) RNJ (B) XTP (C) MIE (D) ZWR
18. (A) STUA (B) RQPA (C) MLKA (D) HGFA
19. (A) PRVX (B) MQTV (C) DHKM (D) BFIK
20. (A) XZCG (B) OQTX (C) IMNQ (D) EGJN
21. (A) ABCD (B) EGIK (C) ACDF (D) CFIL
22. (A) xXYA (B) iIMP (C) hHIK (D) bBCE

Directions : In each of the following questions, five (or four) numbers are given. Out of these four (or
three) are alike in some way but rest one is different. Choose the one which different from the other.

23. (A) 275 (B) 451 (C) 297 (D) 254 (E) 143
24. (A) 875 (B) 432 (C) 567 (D) 789 (E) 678
25. (A) 2384 (B) 1592 (C) 3756 (D) 3629
26. (A) 5698 (B) 4321 (C) 7963 (D) 4232 (E) 8597
27. (A) 1375 (B) 1245 (C) 1125 (D) 1450
28. (A) 37 (B) 49 (C) 1125 (D) 154
29. (A) 140 (B) 240 (C) 360 (D) 480
30. (A) 392 (B) 326 (C) 414 (D) 248
31. (A) 2345 (B) 3456 (C) 4567 (D) 5678
32. (A) 2468 (B) 2648 (C) 4826 (D) 6482

Direction : Choose the odd numeral pair in each of the following questions:
33. (A) 81-63 (B) 24-48 (C) 21-15 (D) 13-39
34. (A) 3-4 (B) 4-7 (C) 5-12 (D) 20-21
35. (A) 3-4 (B) 16-26 (C) 26-24 (D) 27-22
36. (A) 9-3 (B) 

1 1
2 8
 (C) 

1 1
3 12
 (D) 24-6

37. (A) 8-27 (B) 125-216 (C) 343-512 (D) 1009-1331
38. (A) 72-45 (B) 51-24 (C) 46-20 (D) 32-13
39. (A) 17-19 (B) 29-31 (C) 47-59 (D) 5-7
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40. (A) 13-21 (B) 19-27 (C) 15-23 (D) 16-24
41. (A) 23-29 (B) 19-25 (C) 13-17 (D) 3-5
42. (A) 95-82 (B) 69-56 (C) 55-42 (D) 48-34
43. (A) 6-35 (B) 8-63 (C) 9-82 (D) 13-168
44. (A) 5-87 (B) 6-98 (C) 13-172 (D) 15-227
45. (A) 26-64 (B) 36-81 (C) 87-225 (D) 43-59
46. (A) 11-4 (B) 14-16 (C) 18-9 (D) 23-4
47. (A) 121-81 (B) 49-25 (C) 87-16 (D) 36-16
48. (A) 61-4 (B) 94-6 (C) 961-13 (D) 423-18
49. (A) 42-28 (B) 27-18 (C) 14-5 (D) 36-24
50. (A) Parrot (B) Pigeon (C) Sparrow (D) Kiwi
51. (A) Apple (B) Banana (C) Carrot (D) Date
52. (A) Town (B) Metropolis (C) House (D) City
53. (A) 19 (B) 9 (C) 7 (D) 13
54. (A) Ear (B) Tongue (C) Eye (D) Throat
55. (A) 

11
13 (B) 

13
19 (C) 

2
7 (D) 

4
7

56. (A) 7-84 (B) 6-108 (C) 5-75 (D) 3-99
57. (A) 12:96 (B) 13:117 (C) 15:120 (D) 16:128
58. (A) Day (B) Fortnight (C) Calender (D) Month

KEY AND ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT
1. A 2. A 3. B 4. D 5. A 6. D 7. C 8. C 9. D 10. D 11. A 12. B

13. A 14. D 15. C 16. D 17. D 18. A 19. A 20. C 21. C 22. B 23. D 24. A

25. D 26. D 27. B 28. A 29. A 30. A 31. C 32. A 33. A 34. B 35. B 36. A

37. D 38. D 39. C 40. D 41. B 42. D 43. C 44. C 45. D 46. D 47. C 48. B

49. C 50. D 51. C 52. C 53. B 54. D 55. D 56. A 57. B 58. C
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WORD / ALPHABET / NUMBER RELATIONSHIP
This type of questions demand you to determine the relationship or correspondence between the two words
or numbers in pair and then to find a similar relationship between the members of a different pair of words.
Following common relationship will be helpful for some question :

1. Individual and group :
(a) man : crowd (b) bees : swarm
(c) cattle : herd (d) flowers : bouquet
(e) sailors : crew (f) sheep : flock

2. Worker and Tool :
(a) author : pen (b) chef : knife
(c) soldier : gun (d) tailor : needle
(e) doctor : stethoscope (f) warrior : sword

3. Male and Female :
(a) tiger : tigress (b) gentleman : lady
(c) dog : bitch (d) horse : mare
(e) stag : doe (f) lion : lioness

4. Animal and Young one :
(a) cow : calf (b) man : child
(c) lion : cub (d) hen : chicken
(e) duck : duckling (f) butterfly : caterpillar
(g) horse : pony (h) insect : larva

5. Instrument and Measurement :
(a) scale : length (b) balance : mass
(c) ammeter : current (d) odometer : speed
(e) barometer : pressure (f) hygrometer : humidity
(g) seismograph : earthquakes (h) rain gauge : rain

6. Quantity and Unit :
(a) work : joule (b) force : Newton
(c) area : hectare (d) time : seconds
(e) angle : radians (f) power : watt
(g) volume : litre (h) pressure : pascal

7. Product and Raw Material (first is made of second)
(a) prism : glass (b) wall : brick
(c) butter : milk (d) book : paper
(e) oil : seed (f) rubber : latex
(g) sack : jute (h) furniture : wood
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8. Worker and Product (first makes the second)
(a) tailor : clothes (b) editor : newspaper
(c) cobbler : shoes (d) mason : wall
(e) judge : justice (f) architect : design
(g) chef : food (h) teacher : education
(i) goldsmith : ornament (j) hunter : prey

9. Word and Intensity
(a) anger : ire (b) wish : desire
(c) crime : sin (d) refuse : deny
(e) unhappy : sad (f) error : blunder

Illustration - 1:
Bank : River : : Coast : ?
(A)  flood (B) waves (C) sea (D) beach
Solution: (C). Bank is the land beside a river and coast is the land beside a sea.

Illustration - 2:
Chef is related to restaurant in the same way as druggist is related to .... ?
(A) medicine (B) pharmacy (C) store (D) chemist
Solution: (B). second is the working place for the first.

Illustration - 3:
Triangle : Hexagon : : ? : ?
(A) cone : sphere (B) quadrilateral : octagon
(C) rectangle : octagon (D) angle : quadrilateral
Solution: (C). Number of sides in the second figure in both the pairs is twice that in the first.

Direction : Choose one from the given alternatives that belongs to the same group of three related words :

Illustration - 4:
Basic : pascal : fortran
(A) Cyclotrone (B) Computer (C) Cobol (D) RAM
Solution: (C). All are computer languages.

Illustration - 5:
Given set : (363, 489, 579)
(A) 562 (B) 471 (C) 382 (D) 281
Solution: (B). 3 + 6 + 3 = 12, sum of digits = 1 + 2 = 3

4 + 8 + 9 = 21, sum of digits = 2 + 1 = 3
5 + 7 + 9 = 21, sum of digits =  1 + 2 = 3
 471 = 4 + 7 + 1 = 12, sum of digits = 1 + 2 = 3.
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Illustration - 6:
Given set : (8, 3,2)
(A) (10, 6, 5) (B) (63,8,3) (C) (95, 25, 5) (D) (168, 15, 4)

Solution: (B). for given    2 28,3,2 3 1, 2 1, 2         hence    2 263,8,3 8 1,3 1,3   .

Illustration - 7:
8 : 28 : : 27 : ?
(A) 8 (B) 28 (C) 64 (D) 65

Solution: (D).  3 3 3 32 : 3 1 :: 3 : 4 1  .

Illustration - 8:
CAT : DDY : : BIG : ?
(A) CLL (B) CLM (C) CML (D) CEP
Solution: (A). Here CAT : DDY : : BIG given from C+1 step = D,A + 3 step = D,T +5 step = Y
therefore CLL is answer.

Illustration - 9:
Fury : ler : : ? : ?
(A) amusement : happiness (B) joke : laugh (C) cry : hurl (D) convulsion : spasm
Solution: (D). Second is more intense form of the first. Convulsion and spasm means any violent
contraction of muscles.

Illustration - 10:
8 : 81 : : 64 : ?
(A) 125 (B) 137 (C) 525 (D) 625

Solution: (D). The logic is :   1: 1 yyx x   ,     3 1 3 13 32 : 2 1 :: 4 : 4 1   .

ASSIGNMENT
1. Car : garage : : aeroplane : ?

(A) port (B) depot (C) hanger (D) harbour
2. race : fatigue : : fast : ?

(A) food (B) appetite (C) hunger (D) weakness
3. Ship : sea : : camel : ?

(A) forest (B) land (C) maintain (D) desert
4. Calendar : dates : : dictionary : ?

(A) vocabulary (B) language (C) words (D) book
5. Motor cycle is related to Battery in the same way as Life is related to .... ?

(A) earth (B) sun (C) moon (D) star
6. Neck is related to Tie in the same way as Waist is related to ..... ?

(A) watch (B) belt (C) ribbon (D) shirt
7. Chapati is to Cook as meat is to ...... ?

(A) boil (B) fry (C) bake (D) roast
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8. Cat : mouse : : ? : ?
(A) horse : stable (B) trap : cheese (C) bird : worm (D) lion : cage

9. Choose a word from the given alternatives that belongs to the same group. Cluth : Brake : Horn
(A) door (B) steering (C) car (D) accident

10. DDA : ADD : : RRB : ?
(A) RBR (B) BRB (C) BRR (D) RBB

11. ACFJ is related to ZXUQ in the same way as EGJN is related to .....?
(A) DBYU (B) VTQM (C) VTRP (D) VUSQ

12. 9 : 80 : : 7 : ?
(A) 48 (B) 50 (C) 78 (D) 82

13. 372 : 124 : : ? : ?
(A) 81 : 243 (B) 900 : 450 (C) 624 : 376 (D) 513 : 161

14. Which number is like the given set of numbers ? (11, 7, 13)
(A) 9 (B) 17 (C) 12 (D) 25

15. Which set of numbers is like the given set - (64, 32, 8) ?
(A) (125, 25, 5) (B) (81, 27, 3) (C) (56, 28, 7) (D) (112, 56, 16)

16. Ocean : Water : : Glacier : ?
(A) refrigerator (B) ice (C) mountain (D) cave

17. Food : Stomach : Fuel : ?
(A) plane (B) truck (C) engine (D) automobile

18. Museum is related to Curator in the same way as Prison is related to ... ?
(A) manager (B) monitor (C) jailor (D) warden

19. Wax is related to Grease in the same way as Milk is related to .... ?
(A) drink (B) ghee (C) curd (D) protein

20. Dancer is related to stage in the same way as minister is related to .... ?
(A) pulpit (B) assembly (C) parliament (D) state
Direction: Select the lettered pair that has the same relationship as the given pair of words.

21. Knife : Chopper : : ? : ?
(A) walking : fitness (B) swim : float (C) scissors : cloth (D) quilt : blanket

22. Food : Hungry : : ? : ?
(A) though : politics (B) water : river (C) rest : weary (D) wine : intoxication

23. Chair : Carpenter : : ? : ?
(A) grass : gardener (B) medicine : doctor (C) bridge : engineer (D) radio : radiologist

Direction : Choose a word from the given alternatives that belongs to the same group of three related words.
24. Calf : Kid : Pup

(A) infant (B) young (C) larva (D) animal
25. Jute : Cotton : Wool

(A) terylene (B) silk (C) rayon (D) nylon
26. Violet : Orange : Yellow

(A) purple (B) blue (C) white (D) pink
27. 6 : 18 : : 4 : ?

(A) 2 (B) 6 (C) 8 (D) 16
28. 25 : 37 : : 49 : ?

(A) 41 (B) 56 (C) 60 (D) 65
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29. 583 : 293 : 488 : ?
(A) 291 (B) 378 (C) 487 (D) 248

30. Given set : 992, 874, 756
(A) 114 (B) 326 (C) 638 (D) 947

31. Given set : 282, 354, 426
(A) 498 (B) 417 (C) 336 (D) 255

32. Given set : 134, 246, 358
(A) 372 (B) 460 (C) 572 (D) 684
Direction: Choose the set of numbers from the four alternatives which is similar to the given set.

33. Given set : 235, 347, 527
(A) 935 (B) 436 (C) 835 (D) 909

34. Given set : 6, 13, 22
(A) 6,13,27 (B) 10,16,28 (C) 11,18,27 (D) 13,19,27

35. Given set : 9,15,21
(A) 10,14,16 (B) 7,21,28 (C) 5,10,25 (D) 4,8,12

36. Given set 21,51,15
(A) 21,30,51 (B) 21,35,41 (C) 31,51,42 (D) 21,91,35

37. AG : IO : EK : ?
(A) LR (B) MS (C) PV (D) SY

38. ACE : FHJ : OQS : ?
(A) PRT (B) RTU (C) TVX (D) UWY

39. ACEG : DFHJ : : QSUW : ?
(A) KMNP (B) MNPR (C) TQST (D) TVXZ

40. EGIK : FILO : : FHJL : ?
(A) GJMP (B) GMJP (C) JGMP (D) JGPM

41. 12 : 65 : : 7 : ?
(A) 35 (B) 40 (C) 35 (D) 50

42. 135 : 7911 : : 246 : ?
(A) 81042 (B) 81012 (C) 80102 (D) 82012

43. 7963 : 1321 : : 4132 : ?
(A) 84 (B) 78 (C) 73 (D) 68

44. CONFESS : DENY
(A) royal : regal (B) speak : hear (C) release : imprison (D) loud : audible

45. FAIR : FARE
(A) smart : pretty (B) bushel : corn (C) hair : hare (D) moral : amoral

46. EYE : LIGHT
(A) hear : see (B) brain : idea (C) hand : fist (D) ear : sound

47. GALLEY : SHIP
(A) mall : market (B) kitchen : house (C) bouquet : rose (D) restaurant : hotel

48. 231 : 564 : : 897 :
(A) 101112 (B) 111012 (C) 111210 (D) 121110

49. 2319 : 3129 : 4137 :
(A) 4347 (B) 1437 (C) 4733 (D) 1347

50. 12112 : 23223 : : 34334 :
(A) 45554 (B) 45445 (C) 45545 (D) 44555
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51. 7 : 21 : : 4 : ?
(A) 10 (B) 24 (C) 12 (D) 48

52. 125 : 64 : : 343 :
(A) 125 (B) 216 (C) 27 (D) 512

53. AF : GL : : _ : UZ
(A) TO (B) OT (C) TM (D) MT

54. LMN : PQR : : _ WXY
(A) TSU (B) TOS (C) UIS (D) STU

55. 512 : 8 : : 729 : __
(A) 18 (B) 22 (C) 30 (D) 16

56. Lace : Shoe
(A) cuff : trousers (B) final : certain (C) request : ask (D) buckle : belt

57. IJK : MLK : : OPQ : ?
(A) RSQ (B) SRQ (C) FGJ (D) TSR

58. BD : FH : : NP : ?
(A) ST (B) VW (C) UV (D) RT

KEY AND ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT
1. C 2. C 3. D 4. C 5. B 6. B 7. D 8. C 9. C 10. C 11. B 12. A

13. C 14. B 15. C 16. B 17. C 18. C 19. C 20. C 21. D 22. C 23. C 24. C

25. B 26. B 27. C 28. D 29. D 30. C 31. A 32. B 33. D 34. C 35. D 36. D

37. B 38. C 39. D 40. A 41. B 42. B 43. B 44. C 45. C 46. D 47. B 48. C

49. D 50. B 51. C 52. B 53. B 54. C 55. A 56. D 57. B 58. D
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DIRECTION SENSE TEST
This test is meant to test the candidate’s ability to trace and follow the direction. Correctly given in the
question asked. The questions asked consist of a sort of puzzle in direction. A successive follow up of
directions given in the question is formulated and the candidate is required to find the final direction or
the distance between the two points.
There are four major directions and four sub - major directions.

Four major directions (clock - wise) are North(N) ; East (E); South (S) and West(W).
The word NEWS means the information collected from  all directions.
Four sub-major directions are (clockwise)
North-East (NE) ; South - East (SE).
South-West (SW) and North-West(NW).

Illustration - 1:
The post office is to the east of the school while my house is to the south of the school. The market is to
the north of the post office. If the distance of the market from the post office is equal to the distance of
my house from the school, in which direction is the market with respect to my school ?
Solution : The diagram is based on the directions
given the questions clearly, the market is to the
north-east of the school.

         

Illustration - 2 :
A walks 10 metres in front and 10 metres to the right. Then every time truning to his left, he walks 5, 15
and 15 metres respectively. How far is he now from his starting point ?
Solution: Starting points is O. Directions and distances traveled are
marked in the diagram.
  A’s distance from the starting point O is OT which is 5m.
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Illustration - 3:
A child is looking for his father. He went 90 metres in the east before turning to his right. He went metres
before turning to his right again to look for his father at his uncle’s place 30 metres from this point. His
father was not there. From there, he went 100 metres to his north before meeting his, father in a street.
How far did the son meet his father from starting point ?
(A) 80 metres (B) 100 metres (C) 140 metres (D) 260 metres
Solution : (B). Clearly, the child moves from A 90 m east-
wards upto B, then tums right and moves 20 m upto C,
then turns right and moves 30 m upto D. Finaly, he turns
right and moves 100 m upto E. Clearly, AB=90m,
BF=CD=30m So, 60AF AB BF m    Also, DE =
100m, DF=BC=20m   his distance from starting point
So 80EF DE DF m                   

2 2A AE AF EF  

   2 260 80   3600 6400  10000 100m

Illustration - 4 :
Kailash faces towards north. Turning to his right, he walks 25 metres. He then turns to his left and walks
30 metres. Next, he moves 25 metres to his right. He then turns to his right again and walks 55 metres.
Finally, he turns to the right and moves 40 metres. In which direction is he now from his starting point ?
(A) south - west (B) south (C) north-west (D) south-east

Solution : (D).  Kailash turns towards right from north
direction. So he walks 25m towards east upto B, turns left
and moves 30m upto C, turns right and goes 25m upto D.
At D, he turns to right towards the south and walks 55m
upto E. Next, he again turns to right and walks 40m upto
F, which is his final position. F is to the south-east of A.
So, he is to the south-east from his starting point.                       
Illustration - 5:
Deepa moved a distance of 75 metres towards the north. She then turned to the left and walking for
about 25 metres, turned left again and walked 80 metres. Finaly, she turned to the right at an angle of
45o . In which direction was she moving finally ?
(A) north - east (B) north-west (C) south-east (D) south-west
Solution: (D). Deepa started from A, moved 75m upto B,
truned left and waked 25m upto C. She then turend left
again and moved 80m upto D. Turning to the right at an
angle of 45o , she was finally moving in the direction DE
i.e. south-west.
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Illustration - 6 :
Suresh walks 20 metres north. Then he turns right and walks 30m. THen he turns right and walks 35m.
Then he turns left and walks 15m. Then he gains turns left and walks 15m. In which directions and how
many metres away is he from his original position?
(A) 15m; west (B) 30m; east (C) 30m;west (D) 45m; east

Solution: (D). Suresh starts from A. His afterward
movements are shown in the diagram made according
to the instruction. His final position is F. Now F lies to
the east of A. He is at a distance AF which is (30+15)
i.e. 45.                                                                                                     

Illustration - 7:
A rat runs 20m to ward east and turns to right, runs 10m and turns to right, runs 9m and again turns to
left, runs 5m and turns to left, runs 12m and finally turns to left and runs 6m. Now which direction is the
rat facing ?
(A) east (B) west (C) south (D) north

Solution : (C): The movements of the rat and the
distances the rat covers from point to point are
shown in the diagram. The rat finally comes at G.
So the rat finally moves North facing.                      

Illustration -8 :
If south-east is called east, north-west is called west, south-west is called south and so on, what will
north be called?
(A) east (B) north-east (C) north-west (D) south

Solution: (C) . South-east is called east means that the
direction is turning anti-clockwise through 45o . So north
will become north-west.                             

Illustration-9:
Deepak starts walking straight towards east. After walking 75 metres, he turns to the left and walks 25
metres straight. Again he turns to the left, walks a distance of 40 metres straight, again he turns to the left
and walks a distance of 25 metres. How far is he from the starting point?
(A) 25 metres (B) 50 metres (C) 115 metres (D) none of these
Solution:  (D). The movement of Deepak are as shown
in figure.
Clearly, EB = DC = 40m
  Deepak’s distance from the starting point A is AE.

   75 40 35AE AB EB m m     .
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Illustration-10:
I am facing south, I turn right and walk 20m. Then i turn right again and walk 10m. Then i turn left and
walk 10m and then turning right walk 20m. Then i turn right again and walk 60m. In which direction am
i from the starting point ?
(A) north (B) north-west (C) east (D) north-east

Solution: (D). The movements of the person are
from A to F, as shown in figure. Clearly, the final
position is F which is to the North-East of the
starting point A.         

ASSIGNMENT
SUBJECTIVE

1. Komal walks 9 kilometres towards North. From there she walks 6 kilometres towards South. Then
she walks 3 kilometres towards East. How far and in which direction is she with reference to her
starring point?

2. A watch reads 4.30. If the minute
hands points East, in what direction
will be hour hand point?
                                                                            

3. A man is facing North-West. He turns 90o  in the clockwise direction and then 135o in the anticlockwise
direction. Which direction is he facing now ?

4. I went 32m towards east and then turned to left after 48m walking I decided to turn to left and walks
36m and later turned towards south walks 48m and then turned left and I walked 4m reached the initial
position. Now find the shortest distance between 2nd turn to 4th turn.

5. One morning after sun rise, Gopal was standing facing a pole. The shadow of the pole fell exactly to his
right. Which direction was he facing ?

6. A boy rode his bicycle northwards, then turned left and rode one km and again turned left and rode 2 kms.
He found himself exactly one km west of his starting point. How far did he ride northwards initially?

OBJECTIVE
1. Mahesh walks 20 metres towards North. He then turns left and walks 40 metres. He again

turns left and walks 20 metres. Further, he moves 20 metres after turning to the right. How
far is he from the original position ?
(A) 20 m (B) 30 m (C) 50 m (D) 60 m

2. A man is facing West. He turns 45o  in the clockwise direction and then another  180o  in the
same direction and then 270o in the anticlockwise direction. Which direction is he facing now?
(A) South (B) NOrth-West (C) West (D) South-West
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3. One day, Ravi left home and cycled 10 kms southwards, turned right and cycled 5 kms and
turned right and cycled 10 kms and turned left and cycled 10 kms. How many kilometers will
he have to cycle to reach his home straight ?
(A) 10 kms (B) 15 kms (C) 20 kms (D) 25 kms

4. A man walks 1 km towards East and then he turns to South and walks 5 kms. Again he turns
to East and walks 2 kms. After this he turns to North and walks 9 kms. Now, how far is he
from his starting point ?
(A) 3 kms (B) 4 kms (C) 5 kms (D) 7 kms

5. Ravi wants to go to the school. He starts from his home which is in the East and comes to the crossing.
The road to the left ends in a theatre, straight ahead is the school. In which direction is the school ?
(A) North (B) South (C) East (D) West

6. Ankit, Bansi, Rohan and Sohan are friends. They play cards. Ankit and Bansi become part-
ners. Sohan faces North. If Ankit faces towards West, then who faces towards South ?
(A) Bansi (B) Rohan (C) Sphan (D) Data is inadequate

7. In the given figure, P is 300 km eastward of O
and Q is 400 kms North of O, R is exactly in
the middle of Q and P. THe distance between
Q and R is

(A) 250 kms (B) 250 2 kms

(C) 300 kms (D) 350 kms
                       

8. If A is to the South of B and C is to the east of B, in what direction is A with respect to C ?
(A) North-East    (B) North-West   (C) South-East   (D) South-West (E) none of these

9. From his house, Lokesh went 15 kms to the North. Then he turned West and covered 10 kms.
Then, he turned South and covered 5 kms. Finally turning to East, he covered 10 kms. In
which direction is he from his house ?
(A) East (B) West (C) North (D) South

10. P,Q,R and S are playing carom game. P,R and S,Q are partners. S is to the right of R who is
facing West . Then Q is facing what direction ?
(A) North (B) South (D) East (D) West

11. After walking 6 kms, l turned right and covered a distance of 2 kms, then tured left and
covered a distance of 10 kms. In the end, l was moving towards the North. From which
direction did I start my journey ?
(A) North (B) South (C) East (D) West

12. A clock is so placed that at 12 noon its minute hand points towards North-East. In which
direction does its hour hand point at 1:30 pm.
(A) North (B) South (C) East (D) West

13. One morning after sun-rise, Reeta and Kavita were talking to each other face to face at Broad
Square. If Kavita’s shadow was exactly to the right of Reeta, which direction Kavita was facing ?
(A) North (B) South (C) East (D) West
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14. Four persons stationed at the four corners of a
square piece as shown in the diagram. P starts
crossing the field diagonally. After walking half the
distance, he turns left. Which direction is P facing
now ?
(A) North-East
(B) North-West
(C) North
(D) South-East

                         

15. One evening before sunset two friends Sumit and Mohit were talking to each other face to
face. If Mohit’s shadow was exactly to his right side, which direction was Sumit facing ?
(A) Noth (B) South (C) West (D) Data inadequate

16. A watch reads 9:00 o’clock and I found that the hour hand is pointing South - East. In what
direction, the minute hand of my watch is at that time ?
(A) East (B) North (C) South-West (D) North-East

17. While facing East, Rohit turns to his left and walks 10 meters, then he turns left and walks 10
metres. Now he turns 45o  towards his right and goes straight to cover 25 metres. In which
direction is he from his starting point ?
(A) North-East (B) North-West (C) South-West (D) South-East

18. Kishenkant walks 10 kilometres towards north. From there, he walks 6 kilometres towards
south. Then, he walks 3 kilometres towards east. How far and in which direction is he with
refrence to his starting point ?
(A) 5km west (B) 5 km north-east (C) 7 km east (D) 7 km west

19. Gaurav walks 20 m towards north. He than turns left and walks 40 m. He again turns left
and walks 20 m . Further, he moves 20 meters after turning to the right. How far is he from
his original position ?
(A) 20 m (B) 30 m (C) 60 m (D) none of these

20. radha moves towards south-east a distance of 7km, then she moves towards west and travels
a distance of 14m. From here, she moves towards north-west a distance of 7m and finally she
moves a distance of 4m towards east and stood at that point. How far is the starting point
from where she stood ?
(A) 3m (B) 4m (C) 10m (D) 11m

21. Gopal starts from his house towards west. After walking a distance of 30m, he turned towards
right and walked 20m. He then turned left and moving a distance of 10m, turned to his left
again and walked 40m. He now turns to the left and walks 5m. Finally he turns to his left. In
which direction is he walking now ?
(A) north (B) south (C) east (D) south-west
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22. A rat runs '20  towards east and turns to right, runs '10  and turns to right, runs '9  and again
tums to left, runs '5  and then turns to left, runs '12  and finally turns to left and runs '6 . Now,,
which direction is the rat facing ?
(A) east (B) west (C) north (D) south

23. A girl leaves from her home. She first walks 30 m in north - west direction and then 30 m in
south west direction. Next, she walks 30 m in south-east direction. Finally, she turns towards
her house. In which direction is she moving ?
(A) north-east (B) north-west (C) south-east (D) south-west

24. Sanjeev walks 10 m towards the south turning to the left, he walks 20 m and then moves to his
right. After moving a distance of 20m, he turns to the right and walks 20m. Finally, he turns to the
right and moves a distance of 10m. How far and in which direction is he from the starting point ?
(A) 10 m north (B) 20 m south (C) 20 m north (D) 10 m south

25. Kashish goes 30m metres North, then turns right and walks 40m, then again turns right and
walks 20m, then agin turns right and walks 40m. How many metres is he from his original
position ?
(A) 0m (B) 10m (C) 20m (D) 40m

26. Starting from a point P, Sachin walked 20m towards south. He turned left and walked 30m. He
than turned left and walked 20m. He again turned left and walked 40m and reached a point Q.
How far and in which direction is the point Q from the point P ?
(A) 20m west (B) 10m east (C) 10m west (D) 10m north

27. A man walks 1 km towards east and then he turns to south and walks 5km. Again he turns to
east and walks 2km, after this he turns to north and walks 9km. Now, how far is he from his
starting point ?
(A) 3 km (B) 4 km (C) 5 km (D) 7 km

28. Raj traveled from a point X straight to Y at a distance of 80 m. He turned right and walked 50
m, then again turned right and walked 70 m . Finally, he turned right and walked 50m. How far
is he from the starting point ?
(A) 10 m (B) 20 m (C) 50 m (D) 70 m

29. A walks 10m in front and 10m to the right. Then every time turning to his left, he walks 5, 15
and 15m respectively. How far is he now from his starting point ?
(A) 5 m (B) 10 m (C) 15 m (D) 23 m

30. Laxman went 15 kms to the west from his house, then turned left and walked 20 kms. He then
turned east and walked 25 kms and finaly turning left covered 20 kms. How far was he from
his house ?
(A) 5 kms (B) 10 kms (C) 40 kms (D) 80 kms

31. The door of Aditya’s house faces the east. From the back side of his house, he walks straight
50m, then turns to the right and walks 50 m again. Finally, he turns towards left and stops
after walking 25 m. Now, Aditya is in which direction from the starting point ?
(A) south-east (B) north-east (C) south-west (D) north-west
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32. The time on the watch is quarter to three. If the minute hand points to North-East, in which
direction does the hour hand point ?
(A) South-West (B) South-East (C) North-West (D) North-East

33. A,B,C and D are playing cards. A and B are partners. D faces towards North. If A faces
towards west, then who faces towards south ?
(A) B (B) A (C) D (D) C

34. I am facing East. Turning to the right I go 30m, then turning to the left I go 30 m and then
turning to the right I go 60m and then again I go 60m to the left. In which direction am I from
my original position ?
(A) South-East (B) West (C) North (D) South-West

KEY AND ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT

SUBJECTIVE

1. 3 2  KMS, North-East 2. NE 3. West

4. 60m 5. south 6. 2 kms.

OBJECTIVE

1. D 2. D 3. B 4. C 5. A 6. B 7. A 8. D 9. C 10. C 11. B 12. C

13. A 14. B 15. B 16. D 17. A 18. B 19. C 20. C 21. A 22. C 23. A 24. C

25. B 26. C 27. C 28. A 29. A 30. B 31. A 32. A 33. D 34. A
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NUMBER AND LETTER SERIES COMPLETION
This chapter deals with the questions in which series of numbers or alphabetical letters are given, which
are generally called as terms of series. These terms follow a certain pattern through out. The candidate
is required to find this pattern and either complete the given series with most suitable alternative or find
the wrong term in the series.
Illustration - 1:
Which number would replace question mark in the series 7, 12,19, ?,39.
(A) 29 (B) 28 (C) 26 (D) 24
Solution : (B). The given sequence follows the pattern,
                       5, 7, 9,...... . . 7 5 12,12 7 19,.....i e      

                         missing number 19 9 28   .
Illustration - 2:
7,15,31,63,127,........
(A) 254 (B) 265 (C) 253 (D) 255
Solution: (D) . The rule is 2 1  .  The nest number si 127 2 1 255   .
Illustration-3:
1,3,3,6,7,9,......12,21
(A) 10 (B) 11 (C) 12 (D) 13
Solution: (D) . The given series is combination of 2 series.        (I) 1,3,7,.....21 and (II) 3,6,9,12.

                         The pattern in the first series is 2, 4, 6, 8    .  The missing number is 13.

Illustration-4:
4,6,12,14,28,30, (.........)
(A) 32 (B) 60 (C) 62 (D) 64
Solution : (B). The given sequence is a combination of 2 series.  (I) 4,12,28,......... and (II) 6,14,30

                         The pattern followed in (I) series is 8, 16, 32,........  

                        The missing number  28 32 60   .

Illustration-5:
4,32,128,.......
(A) 128 (B) 144 (C) 192 (D) 256

Solution: (D) . The pattern is 8, 4,........           The missing term 128 2 256   .

Illustration - 6 :
Z,X,V,T,R,(.....), (.....)
(A) O,K (B) N,M (C) K,S (D) P,N
Solution: (D). Clearly, the given series consists of alternate letters in a reverse order. So the missing
term would be P and N.
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Illustration-7:
YEB,WFD, UHG, SKI ?
(A) QOL (B) QGL (C) TOL (D) QNL
Solution: (A). Cearly, the first letter of each term is moved two steps backward to obtain the first
letters of the next term. So the first letters of the missing term will be Q. The second letter of the first,
second, third, fourth terms are respectively moved one, 2,3 and 4 steps forward to obtain the corre-
sponding letter of the subsequent term. So, the 2 letter in the missing term will be O.
The 3 letter is alternately moved 2 and 3 steps forward to obtain the corresponding letter of the subsequest
term. So, the 3d letter in the missing term will L.
Thus, the missing term is QOL.
Illustration-8:
P3C, R5F, T8I, V12L, ?
(A) Y 170 (B) X 17M (C) X 170 (D) X 160
Solution: (C). Clearly, the 1st letters of the term on step forward. The sequesnce followed by the
numbers is 2, 3, 4............   the last letter of each term is 3 steps ahead of the last letter of the preced-
ing term. Thus, the next term would be X 170.
Illustration - 9: a ca bc bcc bca   
(A) bbaa (B) bbab (C) abbb (D) baba
Solution: (A) . The series is ab c ab / bc a bc / ca b ca
Illustration - 10: 3F, 6G, 11 I, 18L, .......
(A) 21 O (B) 25 N (C) 27 P (D) 27 Q

Solution: (C). 1, 2, 3, 4     in letters ; 3, 5, 7, 9     in numbers.

Illustration - 11: a bbc aab cca bbcc   
(A) bacb (B) acba (C) abba (D) caba
Solution: (B). The series is aabbcc/aabbcc/aabbcc.    Thus the pattern aabbcc is repeated.

ASSIGNMENT
1. 7, 28, 49, 70, 91, 112

(A) 135 (B) 134 (C) 133 (D) 130
2. 7, 12, 19, 28, 39, _____

(A) 49 (B) 57 (C) 52 (D) 51
3. 3, 7, 15,27,43,63,_____

(A) 86 (B) 87 (C) 89 (D) 90
4. 17,19, 22, 27, 34, 45, ______

(A) 58 (B) 57 (C) 56 (D) 59
5. 1,2,6,15,31,____

(A) 47 (B) 52 (C) 55 (D) 56
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6. 5,11,23,47,95,_____
(A) 191 (B) 161 (C) 169 (D) 190

7. 11,23,48,99,____,409
(A) 200 (B) 202 (C) 201 (D) 205

8. 0,6,24,60, ___ , 276
(A) 117 (B) 119 (C) 132 (D) 136

9. 0,4,6,3,7,9,6,___,12
(A) 8 (B) 10 (C) 11 (D) 14

10. 1,1,3,9,6,36,10,100,___,225
(A) 15 (B) 16 (C) 20 (D) 25

11. 5,7,10,15,23, _____
(A) 31 (B) 32 (C) 35 (D) 34

12. 23,48,99,202,412,___
(A) 927 (B) 833 (C) 937 (D) 437

13. 11,12,20,47,____
(A) 91 (B) 101 (C) 111 (D) 121

14. 5,6,10,19,35,____
(A) 45 (B) 48 (C) 60 (D) 62

15. 8,9,11,14,18,23,____
(A) 28 (B) 30 (C) 29 (D) 33

16. 8,7,11,12,14,17,17,22,_____
(A) 27 (B) 20 (C) 22 (D) 24

17. 10,19,40,77,158,____
(A) 311 (B) 307 (C) 301 (D) 299

18. 2,10,26,50,82,____
(A) 110 (B) 112 (C) 120 (D) 122

19. 2,12,30,56,90, _____
(A) 110 (B) 121 (C) 132 (D) 143

20. 2,3,5,8,13,21,_____
(A) 29 (B) 30 (C) 32 (D) 34

21. 0,2,3,5,8,10,15,17,24,26,_____
(A) 35 (B) 32 (C) 30 (D) 28

22. 10,15,30,45,90,____
(A) 100 (B) 110 (C) 125 (D) 135

23. 3,8,13,24,41, ?
(A) 70 (B) 75 (C) 80 (D) 85
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24. 10,11,101,111,1011, ?
(A) 1001 (B) 1101 (C) 1011 (D) 1111

25. 27,9,3,39,?,4,2,14
(A) 14 (B) 34 (C) 64 (D) 8

26. 1,1,2,3,5,8,13, ?
(A) 21 (B) 17 (C) 19 (D) 29

27. 31,29,31,30,31,30,31,?,30,31,30,31
(A) 30 (B) 31 (C) 30.5 (D) 29

28. 79,61,44,29, ?
(A) 24 (B) 14 (C) 23 (D) 17

29. 60,12,24,6,?,2
(A) 8 (B) 4 (C) 6 (D) 9

30. 1,3,9,33,153, ?
(A) 199 (B) 306 (C) 720 (D) 873

31. 840,168,42,14,7,____
(A) 1 (B) 7 (C) 9 (D) 3

32. 1,4,2,8,6,24,22,88, _____
(A) 86 (B) 90 (C) 154 (D) 352

33. 225,336,447,558,____,7710
(A) 690 (B) 660 (C) 689 (D) 669

34. 28,34,45,61,72,____
(A) 98 (B) 83 (C) 88 (D) 80

35. Find a wrong number in the series : 8,13,21,32,47,63,84
(A) 13 (B) 21 (C) 32 (D) 63

36. Find a wrong number in the series : 9,19,37,75,149,297
(A) 75 (B) 37 (C) 149 (D) 297

37. Find a wrong number in the series : 7,28,63,124,215,342,511
(A) 7 (B) 28 (C) 124 (D) 215
Directions : (38-43) In each of the following questions, Various terms of an alphabet series are
given with one or more terms missing show by (?), choose the missing term out of given alternatives.

38. ABX,EFT,IJP,MNL, ......
(A) QRH (B) QRI (C) QRS (D) OQT

39. BDF, CFI, DHL, .......
(A) CJM (B) EIM (C) EJO (D) EMI

40. JE, LH, OL, SQ, .......
(A) WV (B) XW (C) VW (D) VX
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41. Z,X,V,T,R...... , .......
(A) O,K (B) N,M (C) K,S (D) P,N

42. AZ, CX, FU, ........
(A) IR (B) IV (C) JQ (D) KP

43. A, CD, GHI, ...... UVWXY
(A) LMNO (B) MNOL (C) NOPQ (D) MNOP

Directions: (43-50) In each of the following questions, one term is wrong. Find out the wrong term.
44. 1,5,5,9,7,11,11,15,12,17

(A) 11 (B) 12 (C) 17 (D) 15
45. 2,5,10,17,26,37,50,64

(A) 17 (B) 26 (C) 37 (D) 64
46. 225,196,169,144,121,80

(A) 80 (B) 121 (C) 169 (D) 196
47. 24,27,31,33,36,39

(A) 24 (B) 27 (C) 31 (D) 33
48. 1,3,7,15,27,63,127

(A) 7 (B) 15 (C) 27 (D) 63
49. 1,3,10,21,64,129,256,778

(A) 10 (B) 21 (C) 129 (D) 256
50. 5,27,61,122,213,340,509

(A) 27 (B) 61 (C) 122 (D) 509

Directions: In each of the following letter series, some of the letters are missing which are given in
that order as one of the alternative below it. Choose the correct alternative.

51. aab - aa - bbb - aaa - bba
(A) abba (B) baab (C) aaab (D) abab

52. bc - b - c - b - ccb
(A) cbcb (B) bbcb (C) cbbc (D) bcbc

53. abca - bcaab - a - bc -
(A) ccaa (B) bbaa (C) acaa (D) abba

54. - - aba - - ba - ab
(A) abbba (B) abbab (C) baabb (D) bbaba

55. c - bba - cab - ac - ab - ac
(A) abcbc (B) acbcb (C) babcc (D) bcacb
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56. b - b - bb - - bbb - bb -
(A) bbbbba (B) bbaaab (C) ababab (D) aabaab

57. Imn - nopn - pqr - p - rs -
(A) noprt (B) mooqt (C) nooqt (D) ostsr

58. ok - o - aboka - cok - a - abc
(A) akbab (B) adbcb (C) adaba (D) adabc

59. 2,A,9,B,6,C,13,D, ?
(A) 9 (B) 10 (C) 12 (D) 19

60. C4X, F9U, I16R, ?
(A) K25P (B) L25P (C) L25O (D) L27P

KEY AND ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT

1. C 2. C 3. B 4. A 5. D 6. A 7. B 8. C 9. B 10. A 11. C 12. B

13. C 14. C 15. C 16. B 17. A 18. D 19. C 20. D 21. A 22. D 23. C 24. D

25. D 26. C 27. B 28. D 29. C 30. D 31. B 32. A 33. D 34. A 35. D 36. D

37. B 38. C 39. B 40. B 41. C 42. D 43. A 44. B 45. D 46. A 47. C 48. C

49. D 50. A 51. B 52. A 53. C 54. B 55. B 56. D 57. B 58. A 59. B 60. C
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CODING / DECONDING
A CODE is a system of giving a signal and DECONDING is a method to decipher the CODE. While
solving the problems on coding and decoding, the English alph abet and thier number value helps the
candidate’s performance.
A B C D E F G H I J K L
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
M N O P Q R S T U V W X
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Y Z
25 26

* Illustration 1:
If GIVE is coded as 5137 and BAT is coded as 924, how is GATE coded ?
(A) 5427 (B) 2547 (C) 5247 (D) 5724 (E) 2475
Solution: (C). GIVE is coded as 5137

BAT is coded as 924 so G = 5, I = 1, V = 3, E = 7 , B = 9
A = 2 , T = 4   therefore GATE is coded as 5274.

* Illustration 2:
If B = 2, H = 8 and CAB = 6, then what is the number value of RACE?
(A) 31 (B) 30 (C) 28 (D) 27 (E) 29
Solution: (D). RACE = 18 + 1 + 3 + 5 = 27

* Illustration 3:
In a certain code, 15789 is written as XTZAL and 2346 is written as NPSU. How is 23549 written in
that code?
(A) NPTUL         (B) PNTSL          (C) NPTSL            (D) NBTSL       (E) none of these
Solution: (C).   15789     NPSU ,  XTZAL        2346 , SO 23549 IS NPTSL.

* Illustration 4:
In a certain, ROAD is written as URDG. How is SWAN written in that code?
(A) VXDQ         (B) VZDQ             (C) UXDQ          (D) VZCO (E) none of these

Solution: (B).  ROAD
      SWAN

   

        URDG   VZDQ

R S T U

O P Q R
A B C D

D E F G
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* Illustration 5:
If in a certain language REMOTE is coded as ROTEME, which word would be coded as PNIICC?
(A) NPIICC          (B) PICCIN          (C) PINCIC        (D) PICNIC        (E) PICINC
Solution: (D).

R E M O T E result ROTEME

P N  I I C C results PICNIC

* Illustration 6:
If a certain code language ABCD is written as ZYXW, then how the word is DANCE written in that code ?
(A) WZMXV     (B) MXZWV        (C) VMZXM        (D) ZMWXV (E) MZWXV
Solution: (A).   D W ,  A Z , N M , C X ,  E V

DANCE   WZMXV,, D is 4th from beginning,  W is 4th from end.
* Illustration 7:

In a certain code language, ‘479’ means ‘fruit is sweet’; ‘248’ means ‘very sweet voice’ and ‘637’
means ‘eat fruit daily’. Which digit stands for ‘is’ in that code?
(A) 7 (B) 9 (C) 4 (D)can’t be determined
Solution:  (B). sweet code 4 , fruit code 7 , since 479 mean fruit is sweet , so is code is9.

* Illustration 8:
If in a certain language MYSTIFY is coded as NZTUJGZ, how is NEMESIS coded in that language?
(A) MDLHRDR (B) OFNFTJT (C) ODNHTDR (D) PGOKUGU
Solution: (B) Every alphabet is replaced by its successor,  NEMESIS   OFNFTJT

* Illustration 9:
In a certian code language TAP is written as SZO, then in the same code language, FREEZE is written as
(A) EQDFYG (B) ESDFYF (C) GQFDYF (D) EQDDYD
Solution: (D). Every alphabet is replaced by predecessor, FREEZE   EQDDYD

* Illustration 10:
In a certain code SIKKIM is written as THLJJL. How is TRAINING written in that code?
(A) SQBJOHOH (B) UQBHOHOF (C) UQBJOHHO (D) UQBJOHOH
Solution: (B). Odds are successor and even are predecessor.

ASSIGNMENT
1. In a certain code, MENTION is written as LNEITNO. How is PATTERN written in that

code?
(A) APTTREM (B) PTAETNR (C) OTAETNR (D) OTAETRN

2. In a certain code, FORGE is written as FPTJI. How is CULPRIT written in that code?
(A) CSJNPGR (B) CVMQSTU (C) CVNSVNZ (D) CXOSULW
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3. If in a certain language, CALCUTTA is coded as GEPGYXXE which word would be coded as FSQFCE?
(A) BOMBYA (B) BOMBAY (C) BOMYAB (D) BOBAYM

4. If PAINT is coded a 74128 and EXCEL is coded as 93596, then what is the code for ACCEPT?
(A) 455978 (B) 547978 (C) 554978 (D) 735961

5. If PALAM could be given the code number 43, what code number can be given to
SANTACRUZ?
(A) 75 (B) 85 (C) 120 (D) 123

6. If rat is called dog, dog is called mangoose, mangoose is called lion, lion is called snake and
snake is called an elephant, which is reared as pet?
(A) rat (B) dog (C) mongoose (D) lion

7. If finger is called toe, toe is called foot, foot is called thumb, thumb is called ankle, ankle is
called palm and palm is called knee, which one finger has different name?
(A) thumb (B) ankle (C) knee (D) palm

8. If ‘sti nro kti’ stands for ‘clouds pour down’; nro bsi mit’ stands for ‘down he goes’ and ‘bsi nro
zpi’ stands for ‘died down he’, which word would mean ‘goes’?
(A) nro (B) mit (C) kti (D) bsi

9. In a certain code language ‘3a, 2b, 7c’ means ‘Truth is Eternal’; ‘7c, 9a, 8b, 3a’ means ‘En-
mity is not Eternal’ and ‘9a, 4d, 2b, 8b’ means, ‘Truth does not perish’. Which of the following
means ‘Enmity’ in that language?
(A) 3a (B) 7c (C) 8b (D) 9a

10. If in a certain language CARROM is coded as BZQQNL, which word is coded as House?
(A) IPVTF (B) GNTRD (C) INVRF (D) GPTID

11. If in a certain language, NEOMAN is coded as OGRQFT, which word is coded as ZKCLUP?
(A) YJBKTO (B) XIAJSN (C) YIZHPJ (D) YIAQKJ

12. If in a certain language, POPULAR is coded as QPQVMBS, which word would be coded as
GBNPVT?
(A) FAMOSU (B) FAMOUS (C) FASOUM (D) FOSAUM

13. If in a certain language, MACHINE is coded as LBBIHOD, which would be coded as SLTMFNB/
(A) RSKLEMA (B) TKULGMC (C) RMSNEOA (D) TMUNGOC

14. If in a certain language A is coded as 1, B is coded as 2, and so on, how is BIDDIC coded in that code?
(A) 294493 (B) 284563 (C) 375582 (D) 394492

15. If D = 4, and COVER = 63, then BASIS = ?
(A) 49 (B) 50 (C) 54 (D) 55

16. If Z = 52 and ACT = 48, then BAT will be equal to
(A) 39 (B) 41 (C) 44 (D) 46

17. If ‘cook’ is called ‘butler’, ‘butler’ is called manager’, ‘manager’ is called ‘teacher’, ‘teacher’
is called ‘clerk’ and ‘clerk’ is called ‘principal’, who will teach in the class?
(A) cook (B) butler (C) manager (D) clerk
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18. If diamond is called gold, gold is called silver, silver is called ruby and ruby is called emerald,
which is the cheapest jewel?
(A) diamond (B) silver (C) gold (D) ruby

19. If eye is called hand, hand is called mouth, mouth is called ear, ear is called nose and nose is
called tongue, with which of the follwoign would a person hear?
(A) eye (B) mouth (C) nose (D) ear

20. If ‘nso ptr kii chn’ stands for ‘sharma get marriage gift’, ptr lnm wop chn’ stands for ‘wife
gives marriage gift’, tti wop nhi’ stands for ‘he gives nothing’ what would mean ‘gives’?
(A) chn (B) nhi (C) ptr (D) wop

21. If ‘tee see pee’ means ‘Drink fruit juice’; ‘see kee lee’ means ‘juice is sweet’ and ‘lee mee’
means’ He is intelligent’, which would word in that language means ‘sweet’?
(A) see (B) kee (C) lee (D) pee

22. In a certain code language,
(i) ‘pit na som’ means ‘bring me water’, (ii) ‘na jo tod’ means ‘water is life’;
(iii) ‘jo lin kot’ means ‘Life and death’.
Which of the following represents ‘is’ in that language?
(A) jo (B) na (C) tod (D) lin

23. In a certain code language ‘Pic vic nic’ means ‘winter is cold’, ‘to nic re’ means ‘summer is
hot’. ‘re pic boo’ means ‘rights are cold’, which word represents ‘winter’?
(A) re (B) nic (C) pic (D) vic

24. In a certain code ‘786’ means ‘study very hard’; ‘958’ means ‘hard work pays’ and ‘645’
means ‘study and work’. Which of the following is the code for ‘very’?
(A) 8 (B) 6 (C) 7 (D) cannot be determined

25. In a certain code language, ‘324’ means ‘Light is bright’, ‘629’ means ‘Girl is beautiful’ and
‘4758’ means ‘I prefer bright clothes’. Which digit means ‘Light’ in that language?
(A) 3 (B) 2 (C) 4 (D) 7

26. In a certain code language ‘526’ means ‘sky is blue’; ‘24’ means ‘blue colour’ and ‘436’
means ‘colour is fun’. Which of the following digit stands for ‘fun’?
(A) 5 (B) 4 (C) 3 (D) 2

27. In a certain code
(i) ‘134’ means ‘you are well’. (ii) ‘758’ means ‘they go home’;
(iii) ‘839’ means ‘we are home’.
Which of the following represents ‘they’ in that code language?
(A) 5 (B) 7 (C) 8 (D) data inadequate

28. In a certain language, “DELHI” is coded as ‘WVOSR” then what is the code for “JAIPUR”
(A) QZRKFI (B) RUPIAJ (C) KBJQVS (D) data inadequate

29. In a certain language, “CODE” is coded as “ERIL”, in the same way what is the code for “DECODE”
(A) FHHVOR (B) FHIVPR (C) ROVHHF (D) FHHVRO
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30. In a certain language, CAT = 12, MAT = 17, then what is the value of JAM = ?
(A) 15 (B) 16 (C) 17 (D) 12

31. In a certain language, Z = 1, Y = 3, X = 5, W = 7, V = 9,....., then which letter value is ‘21’
(A) Q (B) P (C) R (D) S

32. In a certain language, “PAPER” is coded as “NWJWH”. In the same way, which word is
coded as “ADUAH”
(A) CHIAR (B) CHAIR (C)CIAHR (D) CRAIH

33. In a certain language, “SWALLOW” is coded as “SALWWLO” what is the code for “PILLOWS”
(A) POLLIWS (B) PLLISOW (C) PLOWLIS (D) PWOLLIS

34. If pen means paper, paper means book, book means scale, scale means bag, bag means bus.
With what will you measure 8 cm?
(A) book (B) bag (C) bus (D) scale

35. If teacher means doctor, doctor means engineer, engineer means lawyer, lawyer means man-
ager, manager means chartered accountant. Then, who will give a plan to construct the house?
(A) engineer (B) lawyer (C) manager (D) doctor

36. In a certain code language, CREATIVE is written as BDSBFUJS. How is TRAINGLE writ-
ten is that code?
(A) SJSBDOJI (B) SJSDBOJI (C) SJSBDOIJ (D) SJSBDIJO

37. In a certain code, BROUGHT is written as SGFVAQN. How SUPREME is written in that code?
(A) DLDSTVQ (B) DLDSRTO (C) FNFSRTD (D) RTOSDLD
Directions: (Q. 38 to 39) Read the following information to answer these questions:
In a certain code language, ‘481’ means ‘sky is blue’ ‘246’ means ‘sea is deep’ and ‘698’ means ‘sea looks blue’.

38. What number is the code for ‘deep’?
(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 4 (D) 6

39. What number is the code for ‘blue’?
(A) 1 (B) 6 (C) 9 (D) 8

40. If DIAMOND is coded as VQYMKLV, how is FEMALE coded?
(A) TUMYNU (B) UVNZOV (C) UVNYNV (D) TVNYNV

41. In a coding system, SHEEP is written as GAXXR and BLEAT or NPXTN. How can SLATE
be written in this coding system?
(A) GPTNX (B) GPTXN (C) GPXNT (D) PTGXN

42. In a certain code, STOVE is written as FNBLK, then how will VOTES be written is the same code?
(A) FLKBN (B) LBNKF (C) LKNBF (D) LNBKF

43. If REASON is coded as 5 and BELIEVED as 7, then what is the code for GOVERNMENT?
(A) 6 (B) 8 (C) 9 (D) 10

44. If DRIVER = 12, PEDESTRIAN = 20, ACCIDENT = 16, then CAR = ?
(A) 3 (B) 6 (C) 8 (D) 10
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Directions: (Q. 45 to 47) In a certain code, ‘il be pee’, means ‘roses are blue’, ‘sik hee’ means ‘red
flowers’ and ‘pee mit hee’ means ‘flowers are vegetables’.

45. How is red written in that code?
(A) hee (B) sik (C) be (D)can’t be determined

46. How is roses written in that code?
(A) il (B) pee (C) be (D)can’t be determined

47. How is ‘vegetables are red flowers’ written in this code?
(A) pee sik mit hee (B) sik pee hee be (C) il sik mi thee (D)can’t be determined

48. In a certain code, ‘lee ra de’ means ‘wh at was it’, ‘mo nil’ means ‘you go’, ‘nil pom ra’, means ‘you
like it’ and ‘tok lee to’, means ‘she was sick’. How will you write ‘what you like’ in that code?
(A) nil ra lee (B) pom nil ra (C) pom ra lee (D) nil pom lee
Directions: (Q. 49 to 53) Below in column I are given some words and in Column II are given their
equivalently in some code language. Words in column II do not appear in the same order as in column
I. Moreover, the order of letters is also jumbled. Decode the language and choose the correct
alternative which is the equivalent of the given word:

       Column - I Column - II Column - I Column - II
(1) TAPE (A) moij\ (2) COVP (B) ihhpok
(3) TIE (C) nls (4) ROTATE (D) nhpk
(5) SAY (E) nkpl (6) TREAT (F) msr
(7) YEAR (G) khlph (8) SIP (H) hrp
(9) TYRE (I) pmlh

49. SOUP
(A) osmj (B) sojm (C) osjm (D) somj

50. REACT
(A) lhpjk (B) lihpr (C) pkjih (D) kplih

51. POSSESS
(A) msoopoo (B) mosspss (C) porrprr (D) mpiioii

52. CREATE
(A) ljhkhn (B) jknlhn (C) jlphip (D) ikplhp

53. EASY
(A) lnps (B) lpns (C) plsn (D) pnls

54. In a certain code language “rib nit ka” means “telephone is essential”, “sin fa de” means
“regular good service” and “rib sin” means “essential service”. How will “regular service”
be written in that code language?
(A) sin fa (B) sin de (C) rib sin (D) data inadequate

55. In a certain code language “dek sil age” means “how are you”, “age mic tr” means “you and
I” and “mic dek fic” means “how I am”. What is the code for “and” in that language?
(A) dek (B) age (C) sil (D) ter
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Directions: (Q. 56 to 58) Study the following statements A, B, C, D and E and answer the following
questions.
A. 1 5 9 means “you better go” B. 1 6 7 means “better come here”
C. 5 6 7 means “you come here” D. 1 5 6 means “better you here”
E. 3 7 9 means “come and go”

56. Which of the following group of minimum statements are necessary to find the code number
for “better”?
(A) A and B (B) D and E (C) C and D (D) B and E

57. Which numeral means “and”?
(A) 6 (B) 9 (C) 3 (D) 7

58. Which numeral mans “go”?
(A) 1 (B) 5 (C) 7 (D) 9

59. In a certain code IMTITJU is written as TMIIUJT. How TEMREMP written in that code?
(A) METERPM (B) METRPME (C) ETRMMEP (D) MTERPME

60. In a certain code language INACTIVE is written as VTAINCIE. How will COMPUTER be
written in that language?
(A) UTEPMOCR (B) MOCPETUR (C) EUMCOPTR (D) PMOCRETU

61. In a certain code language STUDENT is written as TUTDNES. How will SOURCES be writ-
ten in that language?
(A) SOURCES (B) SUORECS (C) SRUOCES (D) SOURSES

62. In a code language “Se Me Ye” means “Tell Them Young” and “Me Yo Na Ye” means “wise
young sharp Tel.” Which code represents “Them” in the given code language?
(A) Yo (B) Me (C) Se                          (D) Can’t be determined

63. In a certain code language “mec po tam” means “boys are studying”, “me tam sam” means
“grapes are sour” and “tam po me” means “boys are grapes”. Which of the following repre-
sents “Sour” in that code language?
(A) tam (B) me (C) sam (D)can’t be determined

KEY AND ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT

1) C 2) C 3) A 4) A 5) D 6) C 7) B 8) B 9) D 10) B 11) C 12) B

13) B 14) A 15) B 16) D 17) D 18) D 19) C 20) D 21) B 22) C 23) D 24) C

25) A 26) C 27) D 28) A 29) A 30) D 31) B 32) B 33) B 34) A 35) D 36) A

37) B 38) B 39) D 40) A 41) A 42) B 43) C 44) B 45) B 46) D 47) A 48) D

49) B 50) D 51) B 52) D 53) C 54) D 55) D 56) A 57) C 58) D 59) B 60) C

61) B 62) C 63) C
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LOGICAL VENN DIAGRAMS
Logical Venn diagrams represent logical relationships among different items. The items are represented
by circles or any other geometrical figures. The size and shape of the diagrams have no relevance to the
quantity or nature of the items they represent. The diagrams represent only logical relations among the
items.

To start with, we shall analyse how the relation between two items can be represented using
logical Venn diagrams.

There can be only three types of relationships between any two different items. The
diagrammatic representation of such relationships is given below.

(a) This diagram indicates that one item is completely contained in the other item, but
not vice - versa.
Example: Fruits, mangoes. Fruits are represented by the outer circle, and mangoes
are represented by the inner circle.

(b) This diagram indicates that neither item is completely contained in the other item, but
the two items have some portion in common.          

Example: Teachers, poets. Some teachers may be poets, but all the teachers are
not poets. Likewise, some but not all poets may be teachers. The common portion
in both the circles represents the teachers who are also poets.

(c) This diagram indicates that nothing is common between the two items represented
by the circles.
Example: Boys, girls. Since the two items are entirely different from each other, the
circles representing the items do not intersect.

The logical relation among three items can be represented by any one of the following Venn diagrams.

Normally, in the problems on Venn diagrams, a set of Venn diagrams is given followed by a set of three
items each. Students are requited to choose the appropriate diagram which illustrates the relationship
among the three given items. All eleven types of representations are discussed in this chapter, by taking
two examples of each type.
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1. Items contained in one another.
Example 1: U.P., Agra, Taj Mahal
Example 2: Human beings, women, house wives  
The Taj Mahal is represented by the circle X. Agra is rep-
resented by the circle Y, and U.P. is
represented by the circle Z.
We know that the Taj Mahal is in Agra and Agra is in U.P.
Accordingly, the circle X is inside the circle Y, and the
circle Y is inside the circle Z.

2. One item contains the other two items, which are different from each other.
Example 1: Parrot, dove, birds
Example 2: Brick, cement, construction materials.
It is clear that parrot (X) and dove (Y) are separate items,
and both are birds (Z).

3. One item contains the other item and the third item shares some common features with the other two items.
Example 1: Cow, animal, white ,Example 2: Shirts, dresses, cotton
 Clearly, all cows (X) are animals (Y). This is represented
by two concentric circles. But some cows and some ani-
mals can be white in colour (Z).
So, the circle Z which represents white intersects the other
two concentric circles.

4. All the three items have some common features.
Example 1: Woman, politician, smart
Example 2: Americans, scientists, bald people
Clearly, all the three are interreleated. Some women (X)
may be politicians (Y) and some may be smart (Z). Simi-
larly, some politicians may be smart and may be women.
So, all the three circles intersect with each other.

5. Independent items.
Example 1: Fruits, vehicles, animals X Y

Z
Example 2: Tea, coffee, juice
These three items bear no relationship to each other. So,
they are represented by three disjoint circles.

6. One item is contained in the other, while the third item is entirely different from the two.
Example 1: Plums, fruits, bread
Example 2: Engineers, human beings, dogs
Clearly, all plums (X) are fruits (Y), and bread (Z)
is entirely different.

7. Two independent items sharing some common feature with the third item.
Example 1: Boys, girls, educated
Example 2: Tables, cots, wooden furniture
It is obvious that only some boys are educated, some girls
are educated, and no boy is a girl and
vice-versa. X represents boys, Y represents educated, and
Z represents girls.
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8. One item is contained in another item, and the third item shares some of the features only with second item.
Example 1: Water, liquids, elements
Example 2: Scooters, motor vehicles, goods carriers.
Liquids, water, and elements are represented by the circles
X,Y, and Z, respectively. Since water is a liquid, the circle
Y lies inside the circle X. Some of the elements (but not all
the elements) are liquids So, the circles X and Y intersect.
Water is not intersect with each other.

9. One item is partially contained in the other, and the third item is fully contained in both.
Example 1: Furniture, wooden materials, wooden chair
Example 2: Liquid, food, milk, furniture, wooden materi-
als, and wooden chair are represented by the circles X, Y,
and Z, respectively. Some of the furniture is made of wood.
So, the circles X and Y intersect with each other. The wooden
chair is a piece of furniture as well as a wooden material.
So, the circle Z lies inside both the circles X and  Y.

10. One item is partially contained in the other item, and the third item is independent.
Example 1: Teachers, researchers, vehicles
Example 2: Furniture, steel, owner
Clearly some teachers (X) can be researchers (Y) also,
but  vehicles (Z) are neither teachers nor
researchers.

11. One item is partially contained in the other item, and both these items are contained in the
third item.
Example 1: Politiciant, agriculturists, human beings
Example 2: Males, brothers, fathers
Politicians (X) and agriculturists (Y) are parts of human
beings (Z). But some polit icians are
agriculturists and some agriculturists are politicians.

EXERCISE
Each of the questions contains three objects. The relationship among these three objects can be repre-
sented by one of the Venn diagrams given below. Identify the appropriate diagrams and write its serial
number in the bracket provided.
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1. Pigeons, Bipeds, Young ones [ ]
2. Fools, Lazy, Indians [ ]
3. Engineers, Human beings, Rats [ ]
4. Tie, Shirt, Pants [ ]
5. Electrical appliances, Ovens, Boilers [ ]
6. Solids, Stones, Eatables [ ]
7. Men, Women, Housewivers [ ]
8. Tiger, Fox, Carnivores [ ]
9. Utensils, Steel materials, Steel vessels [ ]
10. Liars, Politicians, Illiterates [ ]
11. Liquids, Inflammables, Petrol [ ]
12. Doctors, Poets, Books [ ]
13. Swimmers, Athletes, Sports persons [ ]
14. Graduates, Illiterates, Kind people [ ]
15. Kings, Men, Human beings [ ]
16. Table, Chair, Furniture [ ]
17. Water, Nitrogen, Hydrogen [ ]
18. Women, Mothers, House wives [ ]
19. Indians, Americans, Doctors [ ]
20. diwali, Ramzan, Christmas [ ]
21. Literates, Clerks, Farmers [ ]
22. Boys, Students, Athletes [ ]
23. Father, Mother, Child [ ]
24. Rhombus, Quadrilateral, Polygon [ ]
25. Violinist, Instrumentalist, Musician [ ]
26. Industrialists, Government employees, Rich people [ ]
27. Human beings, Teachers, Graduates [ ]
28. Protons, Electrons, Atoms [ ]
29. Engineers, Women, School boys [ ]
30. Sun, Planets, Earth [ ]
31. Typists, Stenographers, Experts [ ]
32. Grain, Rice, wheat [ ]
33. Tall Men, Black - hairsed people, Indians [ ]
34. Dettol, Burnol, Antiseptic [ ]
35. Females, Mothers, Doctors [ ]

Choose and write the correct answer in the bracket provided.
In the following questions, some diagrams are given in which the figures are interlocking each

other. Each figure represents a certain section of people which is indicated thereon. Different regions of
the diagram are lettered. Read the statements of the questions given below the diagram, and write
down the letter of the region which represents the statement :
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36. americans who are painters but not sculptors [ ]
37. Painters who are neither Americans nor sculptors. [ ]
38. Non-american painters who are also sculptors. [ ]
39. Americans who are painters as well as sculptors. [ ]

40. Indians who are neither Muslims nor administrators. [ ]
41. Muslims who are not Indians but administrators. [ ]
42. Administrators who are non - Indians and non-Muslims. [ ]
43. Indian Muslims who are non-administrators. [ ]

44. scientists who are politicians but not Indians. [ ]
45. Scientists who are Indians but not politicians. [ ]
46. Non-Indian scientists who are not politicians. [ ]
47. Indians who are scientists as well as politicians. [ ]
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48. Professors who are sportsmen as well as traders. [ ]
49. Professors who are traders but not sportsmen. [ ]
50. Traders who are neither professors nor sportsmen. [ ]
51. Traders who are sportmen but not professors. [ ]

Observe the diagram given below and answer the questions from 52 to 55.

52. In the diagram, which one of the following is TRUE ?
1) All non-urban persons are sportsmen.
2) There are no boys who are sportsmen and do not play cricket.
3) All urban boys are not sportsmen.
4) All urban boys play cricket. [ ]

53. In the diagram, which one of the following statements is TRUE ?
1) All sportsmen are urban.
2) All boys are either non-urban or cricketers or both.
3) All cricketers are both sportsmen and non - urban
4) all boys are either non - urban or non - sportsmen or both. [ ]

54. In the diagram, which one of the following statements is TRUE ?
1) There are some non-urban non-boys who are sportsmen but not cricketers.
2) There are some urban boys who are not cricketers but who are sportsmen.
3) There are no non- cricketer sportsmen among the non-urban boys.
4) There are some urban boys who are not cricketers. [ ]

55. In the diagram, which of the following statements is NOT TRUE ?
1) There are some sportsmen who are neither boys nor non-urban and who do not play cricket also.
2) All urban boys play cricket.
3) All urban boys are not sportsmen.
4. All boys are either non-urban or cricketers or both [ ]

KEY

1) 3 2) 4 3) 6 4) 5 5) 7 6) 8 7) 6 8) 2 9) 9 10) 4

11) 9 12) 10 13) 11 14) 7 15) 1 16) 2 17) 10 18) 11 19) 7 20) 5

21) 8 22) 4 23) 5 24) 1 25) 1 26) 7 27) 11 28) 2 29) 10 30) 6

31) 3 32) 2 33) 4 34) 2 35) 3 36) b 37) f 38) e 39) c 40) a

41) e 42) d 43) b,g 44) e 45) d 46) g 47) c 48) d 49) b 50) a

51) e 52) 4 53) 2 54) 1 55) 3
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CALENDAR PROBLEMS
Suppose someone asks you to answer what day of the week was 14 November 1947, which happens
to be his or her birthday. You will be puzzled. It would be a tough job to answer, if you are not familiar
with the method.

The present calendar we follow is called the Gragorian calendar. In this chapter, we discuss
about the evolution of calendar and the rules adapted in the formation of the present calendar.

We all know that there are 7 days in a week. So, every seventh day will be the same day, that
is, if today is Monday, then starting with Tuesday, the seventh day will be again a Monday. When the
total number of day in a given period is divided by 7, the remainder we get is called the number of odd
days. In other words, the number of days over and above the exact number of weeks, in a given period,
is called the odd days.

We know that a normal year has 365 days. So, the number of odd days in a normal year is 1.
(365 days means 52 weeks and 1 day.) If a particular normal year starts with Monday, it is obvious that
the next year starts with Tuesday (if we count one odd day from Monday, we get Tuesday).

LEAP  YEAR
A leap year has 366 days. In a leap year, the month February contains 29 days. The leap year occurs
once in four years. That is, every fourth year is a leap year. If the year number is divisible by 4, that
particular year is a leap year. To be more specific, the years 1984, 1988, 1996, 2008 are all leap years,
as all these numbers are divisible by 4. However, all century years (years ending with two zeroes) are
not leap years, though the year numbers are divisible by 4. Only those century years whose year
numbers are divisible by 400 are leap years. So, the years 1900, 2100, 2200 are not leap years. But
the years 2000, 2400, 2800 are leap years. In order to understand why the concept of leap year is
introduced, it is very much essential to know some details about tropical year, civil year, and evolution
of calendar.

TROPICAL YEAR AND CIVIL YEAR
We all know that the earth revolves around the sun. The earth takes 365.2422 days (corrected up to 4
decimal places) to complete one revolution. This period is called a tropical year. Since the tropical year
does not contain exact number of days, it is not suitable for the purpose of civil life. Hence, another kind
of year called the civil year was introduced. This vivil year originally consisted of 365 days.

It is evident that one civil year was shorter than one tropical year by 0.2422 days. So, four
such civil years were shorter than four tropical year by 0.9688 of a days. This error was partly set right
by the Roman Emperor Julius Caesar, with the help of an astronomer Sasiqeues by introducing the
concept of leap year. He suggested that one civil year in every four consecutuve years should consist of
366 days.

On making the above correction, it was found that four civil years were in excess of four
tropical year by 0.0312 of a day (because 1 day is added instead of 0.9688 of a day). Thus, 400 civil
years exceeded 400 tropical years by 3.12 days. This error was again corrected in the year AD 1582
during the period of pope Gragory XIII. He suggested that 3 leap years out of 100 leap years in a
period of 400 years must be converted into ordinary years.

On account of this correction, a century year is not a leap year unless it is divisible by 400.
For instance, the years 1900, 2100, 2200, and 2800 are leap years as per Gregorian correction.
Consequent to this correction made by Pope Gregory, the calendar. 4000 civil years contain 1.2 more
days than 4000 tropical years.
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How does the number of odd days help us in finding the day on a given date ?
After making the corrections to the calendar as mentioned above, the first day of the Gregorian
calendar (1 January 0001) was shifted to Monday. So, while finding out the day on a Particular date,
the number of odd days should be counted from Monday. If the number of odd days is one, the
particular date was on Monday. If the number of odd days is two ,the particular date was on Tuseday,
and so on. If number of odd days is six the particular date was on Saturday, and if number of odd days
is 0 (zero), the particular date was on Sunday.

The above concept can be better understood by considering an example.
We shall find out the day on which 12 January 1979 fell.
We know that the number of odd days in a normal year is 1, and the number of odd days in

a leap year is 2. In the first century, there were 24 leap years and 76 normal years (because the year
100 was a normal year as per Gregorian correction). So, the total number of odd days in the first
century are five days, as detailed below.

Number of odd days in 76 normal years = 76 x 1 = 76
Number of odd days in 24 leap years = 24 x 2 = 48
Total number of odd days in first 100 years = 124
On converting total number of odd days to weeks, we get 17 weeks and 5 odd days.
The total number of odd days in the first two centuries = 5 x 2 = 10, which is equal to 1 week

and 3 days. The total number of odd days in the first three centuries = 5 x 3 = 15, which is equal to 2
weeks and one day.

In the fourth century, there are 25 leap years and 75 normal years. So, the number of odd
days in the fourth century is 6. Hence, the total number of odd days in the first four centuries (400
years) is 1 + 6 = 7, that is, 0 (zero).

So, the number of odd days in every block of 400 years, commencing from the first day of the
Gregorian calendar, is zero.

Now we shall calculate the total number of odd days from the first day of the Gregorian
calendar (i.e., from 1 January 0001) till 12 January 1979.

Number of odd days in the first 1600 years = Nil
Number of odd days in the next 300 years = 1
Number of odd days in the next 78 years (19 leap years and 59 normal years) = 6

Number of odd days in 12 days of Jan 1979 = 5
The total number of odd days till 12 JAnuary 1979 = 12, which is equal to 1 week and 5 odd

days.
If we count 5 days from Monday, we get Friday. So, 12 January 1979 was a Friday.

The following points are to be remembered while solving calendar problems.
1.   An ordinary year (normal year) has 365 days. The number of odd days in any normal year is 1.
2.   A leap year has 366 days. The number of odd days in a leap year is 2.
3.   In one normal century, there are 24 leap years and 76 normal years. So, the total number of odd

   days in a century is 5 days.
4.  In four centuries, the total number of leap years is 97, because the fourth century year is a leap year.

  So, the total number of odd days in four centuries is zero (97 x 2 + 303 x 1 = 497, which is equal to
  exactly 71 weeks).

5.   Commencing from the first day of the Gregorian calendar (i.e., from 1 January 0001), the total
    number of odd days in one century is 5, in two centuries it is 3, in three centuries it is 1, and in four
    centuries it is zero. This cycle repeats for every four centuries.
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Some basic information to be remembered

If  M arch 1983 was 
a Tuesday, then 

If February 198 3 was a 
Tuesday, then 

1 M arch 1982 was a 
Monday 

1 February 1982  w as a 
Monday 

1 M arch 1981 was a 
Sunday  

1 February 1981  w as a 
Sunday 

1 M arch 1980 was a 
Saturday 

1 February 1981  w as 
Sunday 

1 M arch 1979 was a 
Thursday 

1 February 1979  w as a 
Thursday 

1 M arch 1978 was a 
W ednesday 

1 February 1978  w as a 
Wednesday 

1 M arch 1984 was a 
Thursday 

1 February 1984  w as a 
Wednesday 

1 M arch 1985 was a 
Friday 

1 February 1985  w as a 
Friday 

 

M o n th  N o .o f d a y s  O d d  d a y s  
Ja n u a r y  3 1  3  
F e b r u a r y  2 8/ 2 9  0 / 1  ( or d in a r y / le a p  y e a r )  

M a r c h  3 1  3  

A p r il  3 0  2  

M a y  3 1  3  

Ju n e  3 0  2  

Ju ly  3 1  3  

A u g u st  3 1  3  

S e p t e m b e r  3 0  2  

O c t o b e r  3 1  3  

N o v e m b e r  3 0  2  

D e c e m b e r  3 1  3  

 

Worked Examples
1. If 5 January 1991 was a Saturday, what day of the week was 3 March 1992 ?

Analysis
Since 1991 is an ordinary year, it has only 1 odd day. Thus, 5 January 1992 was 1 day after Saturday,
that is, Sunday.

Now, in January 1992, 26 days are remaining  31 5 26 days  .

That is, 5 odd days  26 7 3weeks and 5 odd days 

In February 1992, there are 29 days, that is , 1 odd day  29 7 4 weeks and 1 odd day  .
In March 1992, there are 3 odd days (we are calculating odd days only up to 3 March 1992).
Therefore, the total numbers of odd days after 5 January 1992 till 3 March 1992 is 5 + 1 + 3 = 9 days,
which is equivalent to 2 odd days.
Therefore, 3 March 1992 was 2 days after Sunday, that is, Tuesday.
Answer: Tuesday
We can also solve the above problem by another method.
The total number of days between 5 January 1991and 3 March 1992 can be calculated as follows :
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In 1991 -  360 days (365 - 5 = 360)
In 1992 January -  31
In 1992 February - 29 (Leap year)
In March - 3

423 days
423 days means 60 weeks and 3 days.
So, the number of odd days from 5 January 1991 to 3 March 1992 is 3.
Therefore, 3 March 1992 is 3 days after Saturday, that is, Tuesday. Answer: Tuesday

2. If your birthday in 1994 fell on sunday, on what day of the week did your birthday fall in 1995?
Analysis
Since 1994 is a non-leap year, it had one odd day.
Hence your birthday in 1995 fell 1 day after Sunday, that is, on Monday. Answer : Monday
Suppose your birthday in January 1996 fell on Sunday, then your birthday in January 1997 did fall 2
days after Sunday, that is, on Tuesday. This is because there were 366 days (2 odd days) between any
date in january 1996 and the corresponding date in January 1997, as the year 1996 was a leap year.

3. 4 April 1988 fell on Monday. What day of the week was 3 November 1987 ?
Analysis
The number of days from 3 November 1987 to 4 April 1988 is 153, as calculated below.
1987 November - 27 (30 - 3)
1987 December - 31
1988 January - 31
1988 February - 29 (leap year)
1988 March - 31
1988 April - 4

153
153 days means 21 weeks + 6 days. So, there are 6 odd days.
Thus, 3 November 1987 was 6 days earlier to Monday. So, the day was Tuesday.  Answer:  Tuesday.

4. What day of the week did 30 June 1974 fall ?
Solution
We shall first calculate the number of odd days till 31 December 1973.
Number of odd days in the first 1600 years = 0
Number of odd days in the next 300 years = 1 ,  73 years have 18 leap years and 55 ordinary years.

The number of odd days in 73 years    2 18 1 55 36 55 91 13         weeks and 0 odd days.

So, the total number of odd days till 31 December 1973 0 1 0 1     odd day..
Now, we shall calculate the number of odd days in 1947 till 30 June.
January -  31 days -  3 odd days
February -  28 days -  0 odd days
March -  31 days -  3 odd days
April -  30 days -  2 odd days
May -  31 days -  3 odd days
June -  30 days -  2 odd days
The total number of odd days in 1974 till June 30 3 0 3 2 3 2 13 1         week + 6 odd days

. So, the total numbers of odd days from the day of commencement of the calendar till 30 June 1974
is 1 + 6 = 7.
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Seven odd days means 1 week + 0 odd day. ,  Therefore, 30 June 1974 was a Sunday.
Answer : Sunday

5. 21 August 1980 was Thursday. What was the day on the same date after 3 years ?
Analysis
Since 1980 was a leap year, none of the next 3 years was a leap year. So, the day of the week was
3 days after Thursday, that is, it was on sunday. Answer : Sunday

6. India’s first Republic day was celebrated on 26 January 1950. What day of the week was
that memorable day ?
Analysis
The total number of odd days till 1949 can be calculated as shown.
1600 years had 0 odd day ; 300 years had 1 odd day. 49 years had 12 leap years and 37 ordinary

years. So, the  number of odd days in 49 years    12 2 37 1 24 37 61 8         weeks and
5 odd days.
So, the total number of odd days till 26 January 1950 0 1 5 5 11      days = 1 week + 4 odd days.
So, the day was Thursday (count four days starting from Monday). Answer : Thursday

7. If 2 February 2004 fell on Monday, what was the day on 10 November of the same year ?
Analysis
Since 2004 was a leap year, February had 29 days.

February March April May June July August September October November 
27 31 30 31 30 31 31 30 31 10 

(29 – 2)          
 The total number of days from 2 February 2004 to 10 November

2004 27 31 30 31 30 31 31 30 31 10 282 40             weeks and 2 days.
So, 10 November fell 2 days after Monday, that is, on Wednesday. Answer : Wednesday

8. India got Independence on 15 August 1947. What was the day of the week ?
Analysis
We shall first calculate the number of odd days till 31 December 1946.
Number of odd days in the first 1600 years = 0
Number of odd days in the next 300 years = 1
46 years had 11 leap years and 35 ordinary years.

The number of odd days in 46 years    2 11 1 35 22 35 57 8         weeks and 1 odd day..
Now, we shall calculate the number of odd days in 1947 till 15 August.

January February March April May June July August  
31 28 31 30 31 30 31 15 = 227 
 227 days = 32 weeks and 3 odd days

So, the total number of odd days till 15 August 1947 0 1 1 3 5     .
On counting 5 days from Monday, we get Friday.
Therefore, 15 August 1947 was a Friday. Answer : Friday

9. Show that the calendary for the years 1990 and 2001 were identical.
Analysis
Find the number of odd days between 31 December 1989 and 31 December 2000. The number of
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odd days should be zero in order to have the same calendar.
Odd days can be calculated as follows :

Years 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
Odd days 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 

The numbers of odd days from 31 December 1989 to 31 December
2000 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 14 2              weeks and 0 odd days.
Further, both 1990 and 2001 are ordinary years.
Hence, the years 1990 and 2001 had the same calendar.
From 31 December 1989 to 31 December 1995, the number of odd days was 0. Since 1996 was a
leap year and 1990 was an ordinary year, the calendar of 1990 did not hold for the year 1996.
However, the calendars of the two years were identical only up to 28 February.

10. On what dates of July 1776 did Sundays fall ?
Analysis
First, we shall find out what day was 1 July 1776.
1600 years have 0 odd days.
100 years have 5 odd days.
75 years comprises 18 leap years and 57 ordinary years.
So, the number of odd days in 75 years 18 2 57 93 13      weeks and 2 odd days.

Thus, 1775 years have  0 5 2 7    odd days.
So, 0 odd days.
In 1776, till 1 July, the number of odd days is calculated as follows:

Month January February March April May June July 
Days 31 29 31 30 31 30 1 

183 days = 26 weeks + 1 day = I odd day
So, I July 1776 was Monday, and hence the first Suday in July 1776 was Monday, and hence the first
Sunday in July 1776 was on 7 July.
The other Sundays in Jult 1776 were on 14, 21 and 28 July.

EXERCISE
Choose the correct answer and enter it in the bracket provided.

1. Nisha was born on 30 January. Reshma is older than Nisha by 21 days. During that year,
the Republic day was celebrated on Wednesday. On which day was Reshma born?
1) Sunday         2) Monday           3) Tuesday         4) Friday             5) Saturday

2. Vinay met Rohit at the Taj Mahal in Agra on 25 December 1987, which was Friday. Vinay
reminded Rohit that their first meeting was also at the Taj Mahal in Agra on 6 January 1984.
On which day did they both meet on the first occasion?
1) Sunday         2) Thursday          3) Tuesday        4) Saturday             5) Friday

3. If 5 January 2001 was Friday, then which was the day on 25 December 2001?
1) Monday       2) Tuesday            3) Wednesday       4) Thursday             5) Friday

4. If today is Friday, what will be the day after 100 years?
1) Saturday       2) Sunday            3) Monday       4) Thursday 5) Wednesday

5. Which day of the week was 2 December 1999, if 1 January 2001 was Monday?
1) Tuesday         2) Wednesday     3) Thursday      4) Sunday 5) Friday
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6. All-fools-day in a particular year was on Wednesday. Which was the day on 25 December in
the same year?
1) Thursday        2) Friday            3) Saturday     4) Monday               5) Sunday

7. Which day was 2 October 1942, if 1 January 2000 was Saturday?
1) Tuesday 2) Wednesday 3) Friday 4) Sunday

8. In a non-leap year, if 1 January is a Saturday, then on which day will 31 August be?
1) Tuesday         2) Wednesday    3) Thursday 4) Friday 5) Sunday

9. If 31 January 1996 was a Wednesday, then which day was 31 January 2005?
1) Monday        2) Wednesday    3) Friday 4) Sunday 5) Saturday

10. Mahatma Gandhi was born on 2 October 1869. Which day of the week was he born?
1) Thursday       2) Saturday        3) Monday 4) Friday 5) None of these

11. If 4 February 2001 was Wednesday, then on which day will 14 February 2101 be (i.e., after a
centuary)?
1) Sunday          2) Monday        3) Tuesday 4) Thursday 5) Friday

12. If 8 March 1985 was Friday, then which was the day on 26 July 1985?
1) Tuesday         2) Friday          3) Monday 4) Thursday 5) None of these

13. January 12 1980 was Saturday. On which day was 12 January 1979?
1) Suday            2) Thursday      3) Friday 4) Monday 5) Saturday

14. If the third day of a month is Monday, on which day of the week will be the fifth day from the
21st of that month?
1) Tuesday         2) Monday       3) Wednesday 4) Thursday 5) None of these

15. My friend and I went for dinner at Hotel Blue Fox on April 10, which was Sunday. I promised
to take her out after 3 months, but only on Sunday. On which day out of the following dates
could I take her out?
1) 16 July          2) 19 July         3) 18 July 4) 30 July 5) 10 July

16. Today is Tuesday. After one non-leap year and 68 days, it will be which day of the week?
1) Friday          2) Thursday      3) Saturday 4) Monday 5) None of these

17. If 8 February in a certian non-leap year is Wednesday, then on which day of the week is 4
October in the same year?
1) Thursday   2) Wednesday      3) Tuesday 4) Saturday          5) Cannot be determined

18. India won the Word Cup on 25 June 1983. Which was the day of the week?
1) Sunday         2) Tuesday            3) Saturday 4) Wednesday 5) Monday

19. The year 1844 was a leap year started with Monday. Which year subsequent to 1844 also
starts with Monday?
1) 1845 2) 1846 3) 1848 4) 1849 5) 1847

20. The famous company, ARROW, was established on 23 June in 1851. It is known that the year
1851 started with Wednesday. On which day, the company was established?
1) Saturday 2) Sunday 3) Monday 4) Tuesday 5) Friday

21. Sunil was born on the third Sunday of March 1996, the first day of the year being Monday.
What is the date of brith of Sunil?
1) 17 2) 20 3) 21 4) 18 5) 22

22. If my brother is 562 days older than me, and my sister is 75 weeks elder to him. If she was
born on Tuesday, then on which day I was born?
1) Sunday 2) Tuesday 3) Monday 4) Friday   5) Thursday
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23. On which day of the week was new year celebrated in 2007?
1) Sunday 2) Monday 3) Wednesday 4) Friday

24. Which year subsequent to 1993 had the same calendar as that of the year 1993?
1) 1999 2) 1998 3) 2001            4) 1997 5) None of these

25. Which year subsequent to 1996 had the same calendar as that of the year 1996?
1) 2001 2) 1998 3) 1997           4) 1999 5) None of these

26. Which year subsequent to 1984 had the same calendar as that of the year 1984?
1) 1989 2) 1986 3) 1987 4) 1988 5) 2012

27. Which year subsequent to 1990 had the same calendar as that of the year 1990?
1) 1998 2) 2002 3) 1996 4) 2001 5) 1995

28. Which year earlier to 2003 had the same calendar as that of the year 1982?
1) 1991 2) 1995 3) 1996 4) 1997 5) 1998

29. Which year earlier to 1982 had the same calendar as that of the year 1982?
1) 1970 2) 1971 3) 1973 4) 1975 5) 1976

30. Which of the following years had the same calendar as that of the year 1998?
1) 1987 and 2009  2) 1987 and 2004   3) 2004 and 2009  4) 1993 and 2009  5) None of these

31. Which two months in a normal year have the same calendars?
1) June, October 2) April, November 3) January, October 4) October, December

32. Which two months in a leap year have same calendars?
1) March, November 2) April, July 3) January, July 4) September, December

33. If yesterday of yesterday was Wednesday, which of the following days would represent
tomorrow’s yesterday?
1) Tuesday 2) Thursday 3) Friday 4) Saturday

34. If it was a Saturday on 18 Dec 1982, what was the day on 22 Sept 1984?
1) Saturday 2) Wednesday 3) Friday 4) Sunday 5) Sunday

35. If 26 January 1995 fell on Thursday, on what day did it fall in the year 1986?
1) Friday 2) Monday 3) Sunday 4) Thursday

KEY

Calendar Problems

1) 1 2) 5 3) 2 4) 5 5) 3 6) 2 7) 3 8) 2 9) 1 10) 2

11) 2 12) 2 13) 3 14) 3 15) 5 16) 4 17) 2 18) 3 19) 4 20) 3

21) 1 22) 5 23) 2 24) 1 25) 5 26) 5 27) 2 28) 4 29) 2 30) 1

31) 3 32) 3 33) 3 34) 4 35) 3
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BLOOD RELATIONSHIP

In this chapter, we deal with problems involving relationships among the people. Students are required
to analyse the given statements and find out the relationship among the people. Some of the relation-
ships commonly used are given below.
1. Mother’s or father’s son : Brother
2. Mother’s or father’s daughter : Sister
3. Mother’s or father’s brother : Uncle (paternal uncle if he is father’s

: brother and maternal uncle if the is
mother’s brother)

4. Mother’s or father’s sister : Aunt
5. Mother’s or father’s father : Grandfather
6. Mother’s or father’s mother : Grandmother
7. Grandmother’s brother : Granduncle
8. Grandmother’s sister : Grandaunt
9. Grandfather’s brother : Granduncle
10. Grandfather’s sister : Grandaunt
11. Son’s wife : Daughter-in-law
12. Daughter’s husband : Son-in-law
13. Husband’s or wife’s sister : Sister-in-law
14. Husband’s or wife’s brother : Brother-in-law
15. Brother’s or sister’s son : Nephew
16. Brother’s or sister’s daughter : Niece
17. Paternal grandfather’s only son : Father
18. Paternal grandmother’s only son : Father
19. Grandfather’s son : Father/uncle
20. Grandmother’s son : Father/uncle
21. Paternal grandfather’s only daughter-in-law : Mother
22. Paternal grandmother’s only daughter-in-law : Mother
23. Uncle’s or aunt’s son or daughter : Cousin
24. Sister’s husband : Brother-in-law
25. Brother’s wife : Sister-in-law
26. Children of same parents : Siblings (could be all brothers, all

sisters or some brothers some
sisters)

27. Husband or wife : Spouse
For solving problems involving blood relationships, someties it would be convenient if a family tree is
drawn. A family tree is a chart showing the descent of a drawn. A family tree is a chart showing the
descent of a family. It is also called a genealogical tree. The following points are to be remembered
while drawing a family tree.

* The order of hierarchy is to be strictly maintained. To make this point clear, consider a family of a
person A, consisting of his grandparents, parents, uncles, aunts, sisters, brothers, wife, children, and
grandchildren.

* Grandfather and grandmother will come in first stage of the family tree.
* Mother, father, uncles and aunts will come in the second stage.
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* Sisters, brothers, and wife will come in the third stage along with A.
* Sons and daughters will come in the fourth stage.
* Grandsons and daughters will come in the last stage.

Some symbols are used to indicate relationships between the two persons, as explained below.
(a) Vertical or diagonal lines are used to represent parent-child relationships.
(b) Double horizontal lines with an arrow on both sides ( ) are used to represent husband-wife relationship.
(c) Dotted horizontal line (......) is used to represent brother-sister relationship.
(d) Plus sign (+) is used to indicate a male and minus sign (–) is used to indicate a female.
(e) Whenever the information is not clear or concealed, the sign ‘?’ is used.

To understand the concept of a family tree clearly, observe the following family tree.

( ) ( )
..........Z X

 


( )
Y


(?)
A

( )
C
 ( )

D


 ( )
?


( )
?
( )

E


The above family tree gives the following information:
(a) X and Y is a couple, where X is the husband and Y is the wife.
(b) X has a sister Z.
(c) Teh couple X and Y have three children, namely A, C, and another sone whose name is not given. C is

a son and the sex of A is not known.
(d) C is married to D and they have a daughter E and a son whose name is not known.
(e) A and the other son of X are unmarried.

In some questions, the relationship between two persons is given in a round about manner by relating
them through other people. Students are required to analyse the series of relationships given in the
problems carefully in order to determine the relationship between the two given persons.

The information given in the problems can be broadly classified into three categories: (a) actual infor-
mation (b) useful secondary information, and (c) negative information.
ACTUAL INFORMATION
The information which is essential to arrive at a conclusion regarding the relationship among the persons
is called actual information.
USEFUL SECONDARY INFORMATION
Some of the information given in the problems may not be actually required to find the relationship
among the persons. But it helps us understand the situation properly. Such information is called useful
secondary information (USI).
NEGATIVE INFORMATION
Some of the statements may give negative information (for example, A is not a brother of B). Though
negative information does not give any hint about the relationship, it provides a clue to eliminate a
possibility.

The USI and negative information are supplementary data which help us come to definite conclusion.
USE OF SYMBOLS TO DENOTE RELATIONSHIP
Sometimes symbols are used to represent a relationship. For example, consider the following statements.
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(a) A B C  (b) A B C  (c) A B C  (d) A B C     ,    where
A B  means ‘A is the mother of B’. , A B  means ‘A is the brother of B’.
A B  menas ‘A is the sister of B’. , A B  means ‘A is the wife of B.
In the first statement, A is the mother of B and B is the mother of C. It is obvious that A is the grandmother of C.
In the second statement, A is the sister of B who is the sister of C. Clearly A is the sister of C.
In the third statement, A is the sister of B who is the mother of C. This simplies that A is the aunt of C.
In the fourth statement, A is the brother of B, who is wife of C. So, A is the brother-in-law of C.
Examples with Analysis
Examples

1. Bharat’s mother says to Bharat, ‘My mother has a son whose son is Amar’. How is Amar related
to Bharat?
1) Cousin 2) Father 3) Brother 4) Grandfather
Analysis
Bharath’s mother’s mother’s son is Bharat’s uncle. So, Amar is the son of Bharath’s uncle. Hence Amar
is Bharat’s cousin. Answer: 1

2. Anil introduces Mohan saying, ‘He is the husband of the grandfather of the father of my
father and my father is the only son to his father’. How is Mohan related to Anil?
1) Son           2) Nephew            3) Brother-in-law            4) Son-in-law 5) Brother
Analysis
The relationship can be analysed as follows:
a) Father’s father is grandfather. b) Grandfather’s granddaughter is sister.
c) Sister’s husband is brother-in-law.
Hence, Mohan is Anil’s brother-in-law. Answer: 3

3. Pointing to a man in a photograph, a woman said, ‘His brother’s father is the only son of my
grandfather’. How is the woman related to the man in the photograph?
1) Aunt              2) Daughter               3) Grandmother           4) Mother 5) Sister
Analysis
Presume the name of the woman showing the photograph as X and the name of the man in the photo-
graph as Y.
Y’s brother means Y’s father and he is the only son of X’s grandfather. This clearly indicates that Y’s
father and X’s father is one and the same. So, X is Y’s sister. Answer: 5

4. Six members of Kapoor’s family A, B, C, D E, and F are travelling in a sumo.
a) B is the son of C, but C is not the mother of B.
b) A and C are a married couple. c) E is the brother of C.
d) D is the daughter of A. e) F is the brother of B.
1.  How many children do A have?
1) One             2) Three              3) Four 4) Two 5) None of these
2.  How is E related to B?
1) Brother        2) Uncle              3) Father 4) Cannot be determined 5) None of these
3.  Who is the mother of B?
1) A                  2) E              3) D 4) F 5) None of these
4.  Which of the following is a pair of females?
1) B,D              2) A,E              3) A,D 4) D,F 5) None of these
5.  How many males are there in Kapoor’s family?
1) 3 2) 5 3) 2 4) 1 5) 4
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6. Who is the wife of E?
1) A 2) F 3) B 4) Can’t be determined
5) None of the above
Analysis
In this example, we are required to establish the relationship within the whole family and not just between two
individuals. If we construct a family tree, it enables us to answer all the questions quickly and accurately.
All the statements in this example are actual information. Statement (a) and statement (d) provide
information regarding the parent-child relationship. We can start with statement (d). D is the daughter of
A. On representing this relation, the family tree starts as given below.

Next go to statement (b). A and C are a married couple.

Now, statement (a) states that B is the son of C, but C is not the mother of B. From this it is clear that
C is the father of B. This means C is a male, and hence, A must be a female.

According to statement (c), E is the brother of C, and according to statement (e), F is the brother of B.
The final family tree now appears as shown below.

With the help of the above family tree, we can answer all the questions.
The following are the answers to the questions:
1) 2                2) 2       3) 1              4) 3            5) 5                 6) 4

5. (a) A,B,C,D,E and F are six members of Mehta’s family.
(b) There are two married couples (c) B is an engineer and the father of E.
(d) F is the paternal grandmother of E and is a housewife.
(f) There is one engineer, one doctor, one teacher, one housewife, and two students in the family.
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1.  Who is the sister of E?
1) C                   2) D          3) A             4) Data inadequate 5) None of these
2.  Who among the following members are the males?
1) F and D         2) B, F, and A                  3) B and F            4) B, F, and D      5) None of these
3.  Who is the husband of A?
1) C 2) F 3) B 4) E 5) D
4.  What is A’s profession?
1) Student           2) Teacher      3) Housewife or teacher       4) Housewife      5) Engineer or teacher
5.  Which of the following are the two married couples?
1) FD, BE            2) FD, CA               3) FD, BA             4) ED, CF 5) None of these
Analysis
Statements (a), (b) and (f) are USI, whereas the statements (c), (d), and (e) are the actual information.
Let us begin with statement (c) which states the parent-child relationship.
B is an engineer and the father of E.

Now, check a statement which gives data on relationship involving B or E. The statement (e) gives the
relationship of E with D. It states taht D is the paternal grandmother of E. Hence, the son of D must be
E’s father; thus B is the son of D.

Consider statement (d). F is the paternal grandfather of C and is a doctor.

Now, we have to analyse and co-relate both the components. Let us check the USI. Statement (b)
states that there are two married couples in the family. It is obvious that the possible pairs are grandfa-
ther, grandmother and father, mother. By taking this information into account, if both the diagrams are
combined, we get the final family tree as shown below.
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In the above diagram, we are unable to make out the professions of A, E, and C. However, by applying
a bit of logical thinking and by considering statement (f), we can conclude that the mother A is a teacher
and the two children E and C are students. Further, the sex of E and C cannot be determined.
The following are the answers to the questions:
1) 4 2) 3 3) 3 4) 2 5) 3

EXERCISE
Choose the correct alternative and enter the correct choice in the bracket provided.

1. Introducing a man, a woman said, ‘He is the only son of my mother’s mother’. How is the
woman related to the man?
1) Aunt 2) Niece 3) Mother 4) Sister 5) None

2. Pointing at the girl in the park, Rajesh said, ‘She is the daughter of my paternal grandfather’s
only son’. How is Rajesh related to that girl?
1) Cousin 2) Relative 3) Uncle 4) Brother 5) None

3. Pointing to a woman, a girl said, ‘She is the only daughter-in-law of the grandmother of my
father’s son’. How is the woman related to the girl?
1) Sister-in-law 2) Cousin Mother-in-law  3) Mother 4) Aunt

4. S T  means ‘S is the brother of T’.
S – T means ‘S is the mother of T’.   , S + T means ‘S is the father of T’.
which of the following represents ‘M is the son of Q’?
1) M R Q          2) M R Q          3) M R Q        4) Q M R  5) None of these

5. A B  means A is the brother of B, and A+B means A is the father of B. Which of the following
means ‘M is the nephew of N’?
1) N K M     2) N M K     3) M K N           4) Data inadequate 5) None of these
Directions (Questions 6 to 9): Amar goes to the house of his sister Ashwini in R. T Nagar who is the
neighbour of Shalini. Shalini has a daughter Chandini. Chandini is studying medicine. Rajesh is the father
of Amar and is married to Deepika and has a sister who is Shalini.

6. How is Shalini related to Amar?
1) Aunt            2) Sister          3) Cousin 4) Mother 5) None of these

7. How is Shalini related to Rajesh?
1) Sister            2) Sister-in-law               3) Aunt               4) Mother 5) None of these

8. How is Rajesh related to Ashwini?
1) Uncle            2) Father                        3) Cousin            4) Brother 5) None of these
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9. How is Chandini related to Amar?
1) Niece            2) Uncle                         3) Brother           4) Cousin 5) None of these
Directions (Questins 10 to 13): A family consists of seven persons A, B, C, D, E F, and G. A is the
father of B. D is B’s only sister. B is married to F and has two children. C is the mother-in-law of F.

10. How is D realted to G?
1) Uncle 2) Aunt 3) Mother 4) Niece     5) Can’t say

11. How is A related to F?
1) Father          2) Uncle  3) Nephew 4) Father-in-law 5) None of these

12. How are E and G related?
1) Brothers 2) Siblings 3) Sisters 4) Can’t say  5) None

13. How is E realted to C?
1) Grandchild 2) Daughter 3) Son 4) Can’t say 5) None
P Q  means ‘P is the husband of Q’. P Q  means ‘P is the sister of Q’.
P Q  means ‘P is the son of Q’.

14. Which of the following shows A is the daughter of B?
1) A D B      2) D B C A             3) B C A           4) C B A  5) None of these
Directions (Questions 15 to 18): A family has six persons A, B, C, D, E and F. There are four males
and two females in the family. A has two sons and is married to C. One of the sons of A is married and
has a son F. B is the mother of F.

15. How is F realted to A?
1) Father           2) Son 3) Grandson 4) Can’t say 5) None of these

16. Which two persons are siblings?
1) D and E        2) D and B         3) E and B 4) A and B 5) None of these

17. How is B realted to A?
1) Daughter      2) Niece3) Daughter-in-law 4) Can’t say 5) None of these

18. How is F related to D?
1) Son            2) Nephew        3) Niece 4) Can’t say 5) None of these
Directions (Questions 19 to 23): Sushma, Ramesh, and Mahesh are children of Mr. and Mrs. Dhingra.
Seema, Rohit, and Shriram are children of Mr. and Mrs. Gupta. Shriram and Sushma are a married
couple with two sons Kiran and Amar. Harini and Pallavi are children of Mr. Khanna. Harini is married
to Mahesh and their children are Samant, Rohini, and Suman.

19. How is Ramesh related to Kiran?
1) Uncle         2) Cousin 3) Brother-in-law 4) Grandfather 5) None of these

20. How is Seema related to Amar?
1) Sister         2) Wife  3) Aunt 4) Niece 5) None of these

21. How is Shriram related to Mahesh?
1) Brothers       2) Brothers-in-law          3) Cousins            4) Nephew 5) None of these

22. What is the surname of Kiran?
1) Gupta 2) Arora 3) Khanna 4) Dhingra    5) Can’t say

24. How is the son of woman who is mother of the wife of my father realted to me?
1) Uncle           2) Father              3) Son 4) Grandfather 5) None of these

25. Pointing to a lady, a man said, ‘She is the only daughter of my mother’s husband’s only son’.
How is the lady related to the man?
1) Sister 2) Aunt 3) Daughter 4) Niece 5) None of these
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26. A marriage party travelling in two vans consists of grandmother, father, mother, four sons and their
wives, and one son and two daughters of each of the sons. How many females are there in all?
1) 24 2) 16 3) 14 4) 18 5) 12

27. Introducing a girl, Vinay said, ‘The son of her only brother is the brother of my wife’. How is
the girl related to Vinay?
1) Grandmother 2) Mother-in-law 3) Maternal aunt 4) Mother’s sister
5) Sister of father-in-law

28. X and Y is a married couple. A and B are the brothers. A is the brother of X. How is B related to Y?
1) Brother-in-law 2) Brother 3) Cousin 4) Uncle    5) Son-in-law

29. Pointing to a photograph, a lady tells Sanjay, ‘I am the only daughter of this woman and her
son is you maternal uncle’. How is the lady related to Sanjay’s father?
1) Wife 2) Sister-in-law 3) Either of the two 4) Aunt    5) None of these

30. P Q  means ‘P is the brother of Q’. P Q  means ‘P is the father of Q’.
P Q  means ‘P is the sister of Q’.
Which of the following represents S is the niece of T?
1) T S M K   2) T M S K   3) K S M T   4) T M S K  
5) None of these
Directions (Questions 31 to 34):
(a) There are six members A, B, C, D, E and F in a family.
(b) There are two married couples. (c) C is the wife of B and mother of F.
(d) F is the granddaughter of E. (e) D is the grandmother of A and mother of B.

31. Who among the following is one of the couples?
1) C and D 2) B and E 3) D and E          4) A and C 5) None of these

32. How many male members are there in the family?
1) 2 2) 4 3) 1 4) 3 5) None of these

33. How is C related to A?
1) Grandmother 2) Aunt 3) Mother         4) Daughter 5) None of these

34. Which of the following statements is true?
1) A is the brother of F. 2) B has two daughters
3) A is the sister of E. 4) F is the sister of A. 5) None of these
Directions (Questions 35 to 38): A is the son of B; C, B’s sister has a son D and a daughter E; F is
the matarnal uncle of D.

35. How is A related to D?
1) Nephew 2) Cousin 3) Uncle        4) Brother 5) None of these

36. How is F related to E?
1) Brother 2) Maternal uncle 3) Nephew   4) Paternal uncle 5) None of these

37. How many nephews does F have?
1) Nil 2) Two 3) Three 4) One  5) None of these

38. How is E related to F?
1) Sister 2) Daughter 3) Wife          4) Niece 5) None of these
Directions (Questions 39 to 42): A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H are eight members of a family. B is the
only son of A.
D has two children and is wife of B. The siblings are of different sex. G is the husband of F. B’s son is
married and has a son H.
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39. How is B related to G?
1) Father 2) Father-in-law 3) Mother 4) Son-in-law
5) Can’t say

40. Who is the son of B and D?
1) E 2) C 3) F 4) Can’t say
5) None of these

41. How is D related to A?
1) Daughter 2) Granddaughter 3) Daughter-in-law 4) Grandson
5) None of these

42. How is D related to H?
1) Grandmother 2) Grandfather 3) Mother 4) Daughter-in-law
5) None of these

KEY

1) 2 2) 4 3) 5 4) 4 5) 5 6) 1 7) 1 8) 2 9) 4 10) 1

11) 4 12) 2 13) 1 14) 1 15) 3 16) 1 17) 3 18) 4 19) 1 20) 3

21) 2 22) 1 23) 4 24) 1 25) 3 26) 3 27) 5 28) 1 29) 1 30) 2

31) 3 32) 5 33) 3 34) 4 35) 2 36) 2 37) 2 38) 4 39) 2 40) 4

41) 3 42) 1
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CLOCKS
All of us have seen clocks and we also know how to read time on a clock, Solving problems on clocks
requires some knowledge about the movement of hands in the clock.

The dial of a clock is numbered from 1 to 12 and these numbers are placed at equidistance (angular
distance). The angle made by any two consecutive numbers at the centre of the clock is the same, and
it is equal to 30°. The clock has two needles and these needles are unequal in size. The longer needle is
known as the minute hand, and the shorter needle is known as the hour hand. Although some of the
clocks have the seconds hand also, our discussion in this chapter is restricted to movement of only
minute discussion in this chapter is reatricted to movcmcnt of only minute and hour hands.

At 12 o’ clock (either at 1200 noon oc at 12:00 midnight), the minute hand and the hour hand overlap.In
other words, the angle between the minute hand andthe hour hand becomes zero at 12 o’clock. When
do these two hands overlap again? To answer this question, we should do sorne calculations.
The minute hand in a clock makes one revolution in one hour. So, it moves 360° in one hour. We all
know  that 60 mm make one hour. Thus, the rotation made by the minute hand in one minute amounts

to = 
360
60




=6°.  The hour hand takes 12 hr to complete one revolution. The rotation made by the hour

hand in one minute amounts to
360
60




=0.5°.

From the above explanation, it follows that the angle between the minute hand and the hour hand
changes at the rate of 5.5° per minute (6°—0.5°).Now, we are in a position to find out, as to when the
minute hand and hour hand overlap again after 12 o’clock.The angle between the minute hand and the
hour hand changes by 5.5° in one minute. So, the time taken to change the angle by 360° is
360 565
5.5 11

 min. or 1 hr 
55
11 min. Thus, the minute hand and the hour hand of a clock over lap after

every 1 hr  and 
55
11  min.

How many times do the minute hand and the hour hand of a clock overlap in 12 hr and in one
day?

If we express 1 hr
55
11  min in terms of only hour it comes to 

12
11  hr. So, in every 

12
11  hr the minute hand

and the hour hand overlap. In a period of 12 hr, these hands overlap 11×2 = 22 times.
With the above knowledge, now we are in a position to find out the angle between the minute and hour
hands at any given point of time. To make this point clear, we shall calculate the angle between the two
hands of a clock when the time is 6:10.
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At 6 o’clock, the angle between the hands is 180°. This angle goes on decreasing at the rate of 5.5° per
minute til the angle between the hands becomes zero and thereafter, the angle between the hands goes
on increasing at the same rate.

So, in 10 min, the change in angle  = 5.5 ×10= 55°. Thus, the anghe between two hands at 6:10 =
180° – 55° = 125°.
Note: When we say the angle between two hands we always refer to the interior angle, that is,the angle
which is less than 180°.

CLOCK RUNNING FAST AND RUNNING SLOW
A clock is said to be running fast when the time shown by that clock is more than the time shown by
the correct  clock. Similarly, the clock is said to be running slow, when the time shown by that clock
is less than the time shown by the correct clock.

If a clock indicates the time 8:20 when the correct time is 8:10, we say that the clock is running 10
min fast. Likewise, if a clock indicates 8:00, when the correct time is 8:10, we say that the clock is
running 10 min slow.
If a clock is running 5 min fast for each hour,  we say that the clock is gaining time at the rate of
5 min per hour. Likewise, if a clock is running 2 min slow for each hour, we say that the clock is
losing time at the rate of 2 min per hour.

The above discussion can be summarised as under, so that it can be easily remembered.
• The minute hand completes one revolution in one hour.
• The hour hand completes one revolution in 12 hr.
• In one day, the minute hand makes 24 revolutions and the hour hand makes two revolutions.
• The angle between the minute hand and the hour hand changes at the rate of 5.5° per minute.
• The angle between the minute hand and the hour hand at t o’clock is (t × 30)° when I is less than or

equal to 6, and it is [360° (t x 30)°] when t is greater than 6.
• The minute hand and the hour hand overlap 22 times in a day (or 11 times in a period of 12 hr). The

time gap between two consecutive overlapping is 
55
11  min (or 

12
11 hr).

• Between t and (t + 1) o’clock, the two hands of a clock overlap at t ×
12
11  hr or 

125
11

t    
 

 min past t.

• The angle between the minute hand and the hour hand is 180° on 11 occasions in a period of 12 hr.
The angle between the two hands is 90° on 22 occasions in a period of 12 hr.

Examples with Analysis
Example 1

At what time between 7 and 8 o’clock will the hands of a clock be in the same straight line, but not
together?
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Fig. (a) shows the positions of the hands of the clock at  7 O’clock, and Fig. (b) shows the positions of
hands of the clock when both the hands are in the opposite direction in a straight line (i.e., the angle
between the two hands is 180°).

The angle between the two hands at 7 o’clock is 150°. The two hands will be in a straight line, when
the angle between them is 180°, that is, when the angle increases by another 30°.

The angle changes at the rate of 5.5° per minute.

So, the time taken to change the angle by 30° is  
1 530 5

5.5 11
   min.

Therefore, the hands are in the same straight line (but not together), at 
55
11  min past 7.

Answer : 
55
11  min past 7.

Example 2
At what time, between 4 and 5 o’clock, will the two hands of the clock overlap?
Analysis
At 4 o’clock, the hour hand will be at 4 and the minute hand will be at 12. So, the angle between the
two hands at 4 o’clock is 120°.
The hands overlap when the angle between them reduces to zero.
The angle changes by 5.5° in 1 min.

The angle changes by 120° in 
1

5.5  ×120 = 21
9
11  min.

Therefore, the hands overlap at 21
9

11  min past 4.

Direct Formula

Between t and (t + 1) o’clock, the two hands will overlap at 5 × t 
12
11
 
 
 

 mm past t. In this case,

 5 × 4 
12
11
 
 
 

= 21
9

11  min past 4.

Note: Remember the direct formula and apply to get the answer much faster.
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Example 3
At what time, between 4 and 5 o’clock, are the hands of the clock at right angle?
Analysis
At 4 o’clock the angle between the minute hand and the hour hand is 120°. This angle goes on reducing
at the rate of 5.5° per minute till it reaches zero and thereafter the angle increases at the same rate. The
two hands are at right angles when the angle between them changes by 30° and 210° (i.e., 120° —90°
and 120° + 90°).
The angle changes by 5.5° in 1 min.

So, the angle changes by 30° in  
1 530 5

5.5 11
    min.

The angle changes by 210° in 
1 2210 38

5.5 11
    min.

Thus, the hands are at right angle at 
55
22 min past 4 and again at 38 min past 4.

If we express the fraction of a minute in terms of seconds and round it off to the nearest integer, the
two hands are at right angle once at 4 hr, 5 min, 27 s and again at 4 hr 38 mm 2 s.

Direct Formula

Between t and (t + 1) o’clock, the two hands are at right angles at (5t ± 15) × 
12
11
 
 
 

 min past t.

In this case, they will be at right angles at (5 x 4 – 15) ×
12
11
 
 
 

 and 
125 4 15
11

    
 

 min past 4 or

55
11
 
 
 

min and 
238

11
 
 
 

min past 4.

Example 4
A clock is set right at 5:00 AM. The clock loses 16 min in 24 hr. What will be the right time when the
clock indicates 10:00 PM on the fourth day?
Analysis
Time from 5 AM of a particular day to 10 PM on the fourth day is 89 hr (24 + 24 + 24 + 17). Now
the clock loses 16 mm in 24 hr. or in other words we can say that 23 hr 44 mm of this clock is equal

to 24 hr of the correct clock or 23 + 
44 365
60 15

 hr of this clock = 24 hr of the correct clock.

89 hr of this clock = (24×
15 89
356

 ) = 90 hr of the correct clock.

So, 89 hr of this clock =90 hr of the correct clock.
Therefore, it is clear that in 89 hr this clock loses 1 hr, and hence the correct time is 11:00 PM, when
this clock shows 10:00 PM.
Answer: 11:00 PM
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Example 5
At what time, between 4 and 5 o’clock, are the hands 2 min space apart?
Analysis
The hands are two minutes space apart is the other way of saying that the angle between the hands is
12° (one minute space apart is equal to 6°).
At 4 o’clock the angle between the hands is 120°. When this angle changes by 108° (120° – 12°)
and 132° (120° + 12°), the angle between the hands will be 12°.

The angle between the hands changes by 5.5° in 1 min.

The angle changes by 108° in 
1 7108 19

5.5 11
   min.

The angle changes by 132° in 
1 132 24

5.5
   min

Thus, the hands are 2 min space apart, once at

l9
7

11  min past 4 and again at 24 min past 4 (i.e., at 4 hr, 19 min, 38 s and at 4 hr, 24 mm).

Direct Formula

Between t and (t + 1) o’clock, the two hands will be a minutes apart at (5t ± a) ×
12 1218
11 11

   or

12 722 19
11 11

    or 24 min.

Therefore, they will be 2-min spaces apart at =19
7

11 min past 4 and 24 mm past 4.

EXERCISE
Choose the correct answer and enter it in the bracket provided.

1. A watch showed 5 past 5 o’lock on Wednesday evening when the correct time was 5:00 PM.
It loses uniformly, and was 5 min slow after two days at 7:00 PM.
When did the watch show the correct time?
1) Thursday 6:00 AM 2) Thursday 6:00 PM 3) Thursday 6:30 PM 4) Thursday 5:00 AM

2. A clock is set to show the correct time at 11:00 AM. The clock gains 12 min in 12 hr. What will
be the correct time when the clock indicates 5:30 PM the next day?
1) 5:00 PM 2) 5:10 PM 3) 5:20 PM 4) 6:00 PM
5) 5:48 AM

3. The minute hand of a clock overtakes the hour hand at intervals of 65 min. How much in a day
does the clock gain or lose?

1) Gains 
856
77  min 2) Loses 

832
11  min 3) Loses 

109
143  min 4) Gains 

910
143  min

5) Gains 
1010
143  min
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4. At what time between 9 and 10 o’clock are the hands of a clock in the opposite direction?

1) 9 hr 
817

11  min 2) 9 hr 
921
11  min 3) 9 hr 

923
11  min 4) 9 hr 

948
11  min

5) 9 hr 
416

11  min

5. There are two clocks on a wall, both set right at 10:00 A.M. One clock is losing 2 min per hour
and the other clock is gaining 3 min per hour. If the clock which is losing 2 min hour shows
3:00 PM the next day, what time does the clock gaining 3 min per hour show?
1) 5:30 PM 2) 4:00 PM 3) 4:15 PM 4) 5:00 PM
5) None

6. A clock gains 10 min in 2 hr. It is set right at 10:10 AM. When the clock shows 4:40 PM on
same day, what is the correct time?
1) 4:54 PM 2) 5:00 PM 3) 5:10 PM 4) 4:10 PM
5) None of these

7. What is the angle between the two hands of a clock at 8 hr 20 min?
1) 1100 2) 1200 3) 1300 4) 1400 5) 1500

8. A clock loses t seconds in h hr. If the clock is set correctly at 12:00 noon on Sunday, what time
will is show at 12:00 noon on the following Sunday?

1)  7 24 h
t  min before 12 2)  7 24

60
t
h  min before 12

3)  7 24
60
h

t  mi before 12 4)  60 24
7
th

 h min before 12

9. A clock, which loses 5 min per day, is set to show correct time at 12 noon on a Sunday, What
time does the clock show at 12 noon on the next Sunday?
1) 11 AM 2) 12 noon 3) 11:35 AM 4) 11:25 AM
5) None of these

10. At what time between 12 and 1 o’clock will the hands of the clock overlap again?

1) 12 hr 
250

11  min 2) 12 hr 45 min 3) 12 hr 59 min 4) Never happen

5) None of these
11. There are two clocks, both set to show correct time at 9:00 AM. One clock loses one minute

every hour, and the other gains one minute every hour. By now many minutes do they differ at
10:00 PM on the same day?
1) 24 min 2) 30 min 3) 28 min 4) 26 min
5) 13 min

12. At what time between 5 and 6 o’clock will the hands of a clock be at right angles?

1) 5 hr 
1010
11 2) 5 hr 

743
11 3) Both (1) and (2) 4) Cannot be determined

5) None of these
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13. A clock is set to show the correct time at 12:00 noon. Immediately, due to some mechanical
defect, both the minute hand and the hour and started moving in the reverse direction
(anticlockwise direction). What is the correct time when this clock shows 8:25?
1) 4:25 2) 3:25 3) 7:25 4) 7:35 5) 3:35

14. Imagnie a clock where the hour hand makes only one revolution in 1 day (i.e., 24 hr) whereas
the minute hand completes one revolution in one hour. What is the angle between the two
hands at 14:50 hr as per this clock?
1) 900 2) 1200 3) 77:50 4) 162:50 5) none

15. A person has mistaken the image of a clock in a plain mirror as the clock and read the time as
6:10. What was the correct time?
1) 6:5 2) 5:50 3) 5:10 4) 7:50 5) none

16. At what time between 3:00 PM and 3:30 PM will the angle between the minute hand and the
hour hand of a clock be 790?
1) 3:03 2) 3:06 3) 3:02 4) 3:29 5) 3:27

17. At what time between 5 and 6 o’clock do the hands of a clock overlap?

1) 22 min past 5 2) 30 min past 5 3) 
327

11  min past 5 4) 
822
11  min past 5

18. At what angle do the hands of a clock are inclined at 15 min past 5 o’clock?

1) 
0172

2
 
 
 

2) 
0167

2
 
 
 

3) 
0158

2
 
 
 

4) 640       5) 
0162

2
 
 
 

19. A clock is set right at 8:00 AM. The clock gains 10 min in 24 hr. What will be the right time
when this clock indicates 1 PM on the following day?
1) 11:40 PM 2) 12:00 PM 3) 10:00 PM   4) 12:48 PM 5) None of these

20. There are two clocks on a wall, both set right at 10:00 AM on Sunday. Both the clocks lose 1
and 2 min, respectively, every hour. If the clock which loses 2 min every hour shows 8:00 PM,
on the following Tuesday what time does the clock which loses 1 min every hour show?
1) 8:30 PM 2) 9:00 PM 3) 8:45 PM 4) 9:30 PM
5) None of these

21. A watch which gains uniformly was observed to be 5 min slow at 12 noon on a Sunday. One the
subsequent Wednesday at 6:00 PM it was noticed that the watch was 5 min fast. When did the
watch show the correct time?
1) On Monday at 12 noon 2) On Monday at 3:00 AM
3) On Tuesday at 3:00 AM 4) On tuesday at 12 o’clock midnight
5) None of the above

22. Chicago time is 20 hr behind New Delhi time. If New Delhi time is 23:20 on April 13, then
what is the Chicago time?
1) 3:20 on April 12 2) 0:20 on April 13 3) 0:20 on April 12 4) 3:20 on April13
5) None of these

23. A clock strikes once at 1 o’clock, twice at 2 o’clock, thrice at 3 o’clock, and so on. How many
times, in total, will it strike in 24 hr?
1) 144 2) 288 3) 300 4) 156 5) 72

24. How many times do the hands of a clock make an angle of 900 in 36 hr?
1) 11 2) 22 3) 44 4) 72 5) 66
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25. The minute and hour hands of a clock overlap every 60 min of correct time. How much does
the clock lose or gain in a day?

1) 
10130
11  min 2) 

658
77  min 3) 

5143
11 4) 

4139
11

5) None of these
26. A clock runs 6 min slow per day. By what percentage is it running slow?

1) 6% 2) 1/10% 3) 12/5% 4) 5/12%
5) None of these

27. A clock loses 5 s every hour. If the clock is set on Sunday at 12 noon, then what is the correct
time the following Saturday, if the clock shows 12 o’clock, midnight (give answer to the near-
est minute)?
1) 11:53 PM on Saturday 2) 11:47 PM on Saturday
3) 00:13 AM on Sunday 4) 11:52 PM on Saturday
5) None of these

28. At what time, between 4 and 5 o’clock, will the hands of a clock make an angle of 1000?
1) 4 hr 40 min 2) 4 hr 45 min 3) 4 hr 30 min 4) 4 hr 25 min

29. At what time, between 7 and 8 o’clock, the hands of the clock overlap?

1) 7:40 2) 
37 :35

11 3) 
27 :38

11 4) 
57 :33

11
5) None of these

30. The angle between the hands of a clock is 700 when the hour hand is between 5 and 6. What
time does the clock show?
1) 5:45 2) 5:50 3) 5:30 4) 5:40
5) 5:35

KEY

1) 2 2) 1 3) 5 4) 5 5) 1 6) 4 7) 3 8) 2 9) 4 10) 4

11) 4 12) 3 13) 5 14) 3 15) 2 16) 3 17) 3 18) 2 19) 4 20) 2

21) 3 22) 4 23) 4 24) 5 25) 1 26) 4 27) 3 28) 1 29) 3 30) 4
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MISSING LETTER / NUMBER IN FIGURE
In this type of questions, a set of figures is given, each of which contains certian characters, be it
numbers, letters or a group of letters/numbers, following a certain pattern. A candidate has to find a
missing character in the figure out of the given options.

* Illustration 1:

(A) M (B) P (C) Q (D) S
Soluton: (B). Putting A=1, B=2, C=3, D=4,....., X=24, Y=25, Z=26, we have

since K=11, so value corresponding to missing letter =(27-11)=16.
So, the missing letter is the 16th letter of the English alphabet, which is P.

* Illustration 2:

(A) 22 (B) 30 (C) 32 (D) 40

Solution: (C). Clearly, we have 
5 6 4 6 7 512; 21

10 10
   

 

So, missing number 
4 8 10 32

10
 

 

* Illustration 3:

(A) 10 (B) 15 (C) 20 (D) 25

Solution: (C). Clearly, we have 
13 19 71 94; 10

8 8
 

 

So, missing number 
128 32 20

8


  .
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* Illustration 4:

(A) 12 (B) 25 (C) 48 (D) 52
Solution: (B). We have (56+15) – (22+8) = 41, (46+9) – (10+6) = 39.

So, missing number = (34+11) – (14+6) = 25.
* Illustration 5:

(A) 7 (B) 25 (C) 49 (D) 129
Solution: (B). We have (16 – 6)2 + (5 – 2)2

   2 22 2 2 210 3 109; 22 15 21 19 7 2 53         .

So, missing number    2 2 2 217 13 51 48 4 3 25       .

* Illustration 6:

(A) 49 (B) 50 (C) 51 (D) 52

Solution: (C). In the first column,  4 7 1 27  

In the second column  5 8 2 38  

So, missing number    6 9 3 54 3 51     

* Illustration 7:

(A) 2 (B0 3 (C) 4 (D) 5
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Solution: (B). In the first column,  12 18 3 72  

In the third column,  16 32 4 128  

Let the missing number be x. Then, in the second column, we have

 14 24 112 24 8 3x x x        .

* Illustration 8:

(A) P (B) R (C) S (D) V
Solution: (B). Putting A=1, B=2, C=3,...., M=13,....,X=24, Y=25, Z=26, we have

In the first row, F+1= 6+9=15=O
In the second row, A+J=1+10=11=K
So, in the third row, missing letter = E+M=5+13=18=R.

* Illustration 9:

(A) 8C (B) 12B (C) 16C (D) 18C
Solution: (A). In each row, out of the letters A, B and C, each of these must

appear once. Also, in each column, the product of first and third

numbers is equal to the second numbers. So, the missing number will be 2 4 i.e. 8 and the missing
letter will be C. Thus, the answer is 8C.

* Illustration 10:
CK 16 9 JR
OS 24 19 TX
KM ? ? PV
(A) 14, 21 (B) 21, 14 (C) 56, 84 (D) 84, 56
Solution: (B). Putting A=1, B=2,C=3,...., M=13,.....,X=24, Y=25,Z=26, we have:

10 182 2 16
2 2

J RJR  
     ; 

3 112 2 9
2 2

C KCK  
     ;

20 24 15 192 2 24; 2 2 19
2 2 2 2

T X O STX OS   
          .
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So, the missing numbers are

(i) 
16 222 2 19 2 21;

2 2
P VPV  

      

(ii) 
11 132 2 12 2 14

2 2
K MKM  

       .

* Illustration 11:

(A) 1 (B) 26 (C) 45 (D) 39
Solution: (D). We have

3 2 1 5,5 2 2 8      , 8 2 3 13,13 2 4 22     

So, missing number 22 2 5 39    .
* Illustration 12:

(A) 19 (B) 22 (C) 32 (D) 35
Solution:  (A). Starting from 27 and moving clockwise, the numbers in alternate segments form the
series: 27,30,33,36.
The numbers in remaining segments, moving anticlockwise, may form the series:?, 21,23,25, or
21,23,25,?, So, the missing number is either 19 or 27.

* Illustration 13:

(A) 1 (B) 731 (C) 1625 (D) 2031
Solution: (D). We have

3 5 1 16,16 5 1 81,81 5 1 406        

So, missing number 406 5 1 2031.   
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* Illustration 14:

(A) 18 (B) 33 (C) 135 (D) 145
Solution: (C). We have

15 2 30, 2 7 14,7 9 63      .

So, missing number 9 15 135   .

ASSIGNMENT
1. Find the missing character in the figure:

(A) 26 (B) 27 (C) 28 (D) 63
2. Find the missing character:

(A) 25 (B) 37 (C) 41 (D) 47
3. Find the number in place of question mark (?) in the following matrix:

3 5 7 9 11 13
8 26 48 82 ? 170

(A) 121 (B) 120 (C) 119 (D) 111
4. Find the missing number in the following matrix:

1 2 3
11 7 5
120 45 ?

(A) 15 (B) 16 (C) 17 (D) 18
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5. Find the missing number

(A) 52 (B) 36 (C) 117 (D) 81
6. Find the missing character:

(A) 937 (B) 824 (C) 769 (D) 678

7.

(A) 35 (B) 48 (C) 72 (D) 120
8. Find the missing term in the second figure out of the given options given below the figure

(A) 15 (B) 19 (C) 85 (D) 89
9. Insert the missing letter:

B G N
D J R
G N ?

(A) U (B) V (C) W (D) X
10. Insert the missing characters out of the given options below the matrix

Z4 X3 V9
A6 C2 ?
T5 R4 P15

(A) E10 (B) E12 (C) S10 (D) S15
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Direction: Find the missing character in the following questions:

11.

5 26 1
9 84 3

11 ? 5

(A) 146 (B) 116 (C) 89 (D) 136

12.
3 8 10 2 ? 1
6 56 90 2 20 0

(A) 0 (B) 3 (C) 5 (D) 7 (E) 8

13.

13 54 ?
7 45 32

27 144 68

(A) 42 (B) 36 (C) 6 (D) 4

14.

3 15 4
7 38 5
3 ? 5

(A) 15 (B) 16 (C) 17 (D) 18 (E) 20

15.

1 7 9
2 14 ?

13 91 117

(A) 26 (B) 16 (C) 20 (D) 18 (E) 32

16.

3 6 9
5 8 20
4 7 ?

(A) 11 (B) 14 (C) 28 (D) 12 (E) 29

17.

1 7 9
2 14 ?
3 15 117

(A) 26 (B) 20 (C) 16 (D) 12
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18.

5 3 16
9 5 46
7 8 ?

(A) 16 (B) 56 (C) 55 (D) 57 (E) 60

19.

13 26 17
9 16 7

13 ? 240

(A) 420 (B) 240 (C) 480 (D) 280

20.

7 9 21 27
4 2 36 18
9 4 54 ?

(A) 18 (B) 24 (C) 36 (D) 48 (E) 58

21.

1 4 9 ?
1 2 3 4
2 4 6 ?

(A) 16, 8 (B) 49, 7 (C) 36, 4 (D) 25, 5 (E) 6, 18

22.

(A) 78 (B) 92 (C) 6 (D) 43
23. In the matrix given below, find the values of A, B and C.

9 A 12
B 10 7
8 C 11

(A) A=13, B=11,C=9 (B) A=13, B=9,C=11 (C) A=9, B=11,C=13 (D) A=9, B=13,C=11
(E) none of these

24.

3C 27D 9F
7L 21K 3M
4D ? 7L

(A) 11E (B) 28G (C) 351 (D) 48F (E) 56O
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25.

11 6 8
17 12 ?
25 34 19
19 28 11

(A) 9 (B) 13 (C) 15 (D) 16 (E) 19

26.

(A) 60 (B) 50 (C) 25 (D) 40 (E) 320

27.

4 5 6
2 3 7
1 8 3
21 98 ?

(A) 94 (B) 76 (C) 73 (D) 16 (E) 70

28.

(A) 16 (B) 21 (C) 61 (D) 81 (E) 24

29.

A B E
B C F
C D ?

(A) G (B) I (C) J (D) L

30.

(A) 117 (B) 100 (C) 78 (D) 63 (E) 88
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31.

(A) 125 (B) 90 (C) 105 (D) 11

32.

(A) 10 (B) 11 (C) 12 (D) 13 (E) 14

33.

(A) 115 (B) 130 (C) 135 (D) 140 (E) 155

34.

(A) 72 (B) 70 (C) 68 (D) 66 (E) 76

35.

(A) 82 (B) 124 (C) 68 (D) 64 (E) 100
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36.

(A) 6 (B) 8 (C) 10 (D) 14 (E) 16

37.

(A) 47 (B) 45 (C) 37 (D) 35 (E) 39

38.

(A) 4 (B) 5 (C) 12 (D) 13 (E) 15

39.

(A) 184 (B) 210 (C) 241 (D) 425 (E) 419

40.

(A) 9 (B) 18 (C) 24 (D) 27
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41.

(A) 37 (B) 41 (C) 89 (D) 31

42.

(A) 190 (B) 180 (C) 160 (D) 170

43.

(A) 13 (B) 14 (C) 20 (D) 21

44.

(A) 5 (B) 9 (C) 11 (D) 13

45.

(A) 2 (B) 3 (C) 4 (D) 5
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46.

(A) JL24 (B) IJ18 (C) JK18 (D) JL12

47.

(A) 127 (B) 142 (C) 158 (D) 198

48.

(A) 2 (B) 4 (C) 5 (D) 8

49.

(A) 2 (B) 4 (C) 5 (D) 6
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50.

(A) 3 (B) 4 (C) 5 (D) 6

51.

(A) 16, 8 (B) 25, 5 (C) 36, 4 (D) 49, 7

KEY AND ANSWER TO ASSIGNMENT

1. C 2. C 3. B 4. B 5. B 6. D 7. C 8. D 9. C 10. B 11. C 12. C

13. D 14. D 15. D 16. B 17. D 18. E 19. E 20. B 21. A 22. C 23. D 24. B

25. D 26. C 27. A 28. A 29. A 30. C 31. D 32. B 33. B 34. B 35. E 36. C

37. C 38. E 39. A 40. A 41. B 42. B 43. B 44. B 45. C 46. A 47. B 48. D

49. A 50. C 51. A
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ALPHABET TEST
Alphabetical order of words
A set of words are given the candidate is required to organize / arrange them in a definite order. The
order is the alphabetic arrangement of these words as we find in an English dictionary for this candidate
must have a basic knowledge of the “Dictionary usage”.

Meaningful word formation
In this, a collection of randomly arranged letters is given. Numerous combination of these letters gener-
ate some words (ANAGRAMS) among which all are meaningless except one. Then candidate is
asked about something realted to that meaningful word.

* Illustration 1:
Arrange the given words in alphabetical order and tick the one that comes first
(A) cloud (B) middle (C) grunt (D) chain
Solution: (D). These words can be properly arranged as :

chain, cloud, grunt, middle
Clearly, the first word is chain.

* Illustration 2:
Arrange the given words in alphabetial order and tick the one that comes in the middle
(A) rigour (B) remove (C) retrospect (D) revive
(E) rumour
Solution: (D). These words can be properly arranged as:

remove, retrospect, revive, rigour, rumour
Clearly, the middle word is revive

* Illustration 3:
Arrange the words in the alphabetical order and tick the one that comes second
(A) explosion (B) emergency (C) ecstasy (D) eager
Solution: (C). The given words can be arrange in the alphabetical order as :

eager, ecstasy, emergency, explosion
Clearly, ecstasy comes second.

* Illustration 4:
Arrange the following words in the sequence in which they occur in dictionary:
1. brook 2. bandit 3. boisterous 4. baffle 5. bright
(A) 4,2,3,5,1 (B) 2,4,3,1,5 (C) 2,4,3,5,1 (D) 4,2,3,1,5
Solution: (A). Clearly, the correct alphabetical order to the given words is

(A) baffle, bandit, boisterous, bright, brook
Thus, the correct sequence is 4,2,3,5,1.
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* Illustration 5:
In a telephone directory, which of the following names will appear in the middle?
(A) Sajewat (B) Segvan (C) Sajevar (D) Sajewet
(E) Salwar
Solution:  (D). The given names in the correct alphabetical order would be
                         Sajevar, Sajewat, Sajewet, Salwar and Segvan
                         Clearly, Sajewet appears in the middle.

* Illustration 6:
Select the combination of numbers so that letters arranged accordingly will form a meaningful word :
V A R S T E
1 2 3 4 5 6
(A) 2,3,1,6,4,5 (B) 4,5,2,3,1,6 (C) 6,3,4,5,2,1 (D) 3,2,4,5,6,1
Solution:  (B). Clearly, the given letters, when arranged in the order 4,5,2,3,1,6 form the word STARVE.

* Illustration 7:
If it is possible to make a meaningful word with the second, the sixth, the ninth and the twelfth letters of
the word ‘CONTRIBUTION’, which of the following will be the last letter of that word? If more than
one such words can be made, give M as the answer and if no such word is there, give X as the answer
(A) N (B) O (C) T (D) M (E) X
Solution:  (B). The second, sixth, ninth and twelth letters of the word ‘CONTRIBUTION’ are O, I, T
and N. Clearly, only one word can be formed using these letters, which is INTO.
The last letter in INTO is O.
Choose one word out of the given alternatives, which cannot be formed from the letters of the word
CONSULTAION.
(A) CONSTANT (B) NATION (C) SALUTE (D) STATION
Solution: (C). Carefully looking at the words, we find that word ‘CONSULTATION’ does not con-
tain the letter E. So, the word SALUTE cannot be formed.

ASSIGNMENT
1. Arrange the given words in alphabetical order and tick the one that comes last

(A) abandon (B) actuate (C) accumulate (D) acquit
2. Arrange the given words in alphabetical order and tick the one that comes at the second place

(A) music (B) mint (C) mink (D) murder
3. Arrnage the given words in alphabetical order and tick the one that comes in the middle

(A) restrict (B) rocket (C) robber (D) random
4. Arrange the given words in alphabetical order and tick the one that comes first

(A) nature (B) native (C) narrative (D) narcotic
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5. If a meaningful word can be formed by re-arranging the letters USCALA, the last letter of the
word so formed is the answer. Which one is that?
(A) C (B) S (C) A (D) L (E) U

6. Select the combination of numbers so that letters arranged accordingly will form a meaningful word
R A C E T
1 2 3 4 5
(A) 1,2,3,45 (B) 3,2,1,4,5 (C) 5,2,3,4,1 (D) 1,4,2,3,5

7. How many independent words can be formed without changing the order of the letters and
using each letter only once?
CAPABILITY
(A) one (B) two (C) three (D) four

8. Which letter occurs most often in the word?
APPROPRIATE
(A) A (B) E (C) R (D) P

9. Rearrange the first four letters, in any way, of the word DECISION. Find how many words
can be formed by using all the four letters.
(A) one (B) two (C) three (D) more than three

10. If it is possible to make a meaningful word formed with 2nd, 8th and 9th letters of the word
CLANDESTINE by changing the order of the letters, the last letter of the word is
(A) L (B) E (C) T (D) I
Direction: In each of the following questions, a group of letters is given which are numbered 1,2,3,4,5
and 6. Below are given four alternatives containing combinations of these numbers. Select that combi-
nation of numbers so that letters arranged accordingly form a meaningful word.

11. I N L A S G
1 2 3 4 5 6
(A) 6,1,3,5,4,2 (B) 5,1,6,2,4,3 (C) 3,4,6,1,2,5 (D) 2,4,3,6,1,5

12. T L P N A E
1 2 3 4 5 6
(A) 3,2,5,4,6,1 (B) 3,2,5,4,1,6 (C) 4,5,3,6,2,1 (D) 4,6,1,3,5,2

13. T N D R A E
1 2 3 4 5 6
(A) 1,6,2,3,5,4 (B) 3,6,2,4,5,1 (C) 5,4,3,6,2,1 (D) 4,5,3,6,2,1

14. R M N B U E
1 2 3 4 5 6
(A) 2,6,3,4,1,5 (B) 4,6,3,2,1,5 (C) 3,5,2,4,6,1 (D) 1,5,4,2,6,3

15. I P E L O C
1 2 3 4 5 6
(A) 1,4,3,5,2,6 (B) 2,5,4,1,6,3 (C) 3,4,5,1,2,6 (D) 4,5,1,2,3,6
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16. A M D E N R
1 2 3 4 5 6
(A) 2,1,3,5,4,6 (B) 6,4,2,1,5,3 (C) 3,4,5,2,1,6 (D) 1,6,2,4,5,3

17. R T E O D P
1 2 3 4 5 6
(A) 1,3,5,6,4,2 (B) 2,3,1,6,4,5 (C) 5,3,6,4,1,2 (D) 6,3,5,1,4,2

18. T E L S C A
1 2 3 4 5 6
(A) 1,2,3,4,6,5 (B) 4,6,5,1,2,3 (C) 5,6,4,1,3,2 (D) 6,5,3,2,4,1

19. E O C D L I
1 2 3 4 5 6
(A) 3,2,5,4,6,1 (B) 4,2,3,5,6,1 (C) 3,2,4,5,6,1 (D) 4,2,3,6,5,1

20. E H R A S P
1 2 3 4 5 6
(A) 5,2,4,6,1,3 (B) 6,2,3,4,5,1 (C) 2,4,6,1,3,5 (D) 3,4,2,1,6,5

21. How many As are there in the following series which are immediately followed by B as well as
immediately preceded by Z?
A M B Z A N A A B Z A B A Z B A P Z A B A Z A B
(A) nil (B) one (C) two (D) three

22. In English alphabet which letter is eighth to the left of sixteenth letter from the right end?
(A) B (B) S (C) C (D) H

23. If the English alphabet series is written in the reverse order, which letter will be fifth to the
left of the fourteenth letter from the left?
(A) R (B) I (C) S (D) V

24. Which letter is exactly midway between H and S in the English alphabet?
(A) no such letter (B) L (C) M (D) O

25. If the English alphabet are divided into two equal halves - from A to M and N to Z, which letter
in the later half would be corresponding to letter J?
(A) Q (B) V (C) X (D) W

26. Which letter is midway between 22nd letter from the left and 21st letter from the right?
(A) L (B) M (C) O (D) N

27. Which letter should be ninth letter to the left of ninth letter from the right, if the first half of
the given alphabet is reversed?
(A) D (B) E (C) F (D) I

28. If the alphabet is written in the reverse order and every alternate letter starting with Y is
dropped, which letter will be exactly in the middle of the remaining letters of the alphabet?
(A) M (B) N (C) O (D) M or O
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29. If the first and the second letters interchange their positions and similarly the third and the
fourth letters, the fifth and the sixth letters and so on, which letter will be the seventeenth
from your right?
(A) F (B) H (C) I (D) J

30. If every even letter beginning from B is replaced by odd number starting with 3, which letter/
number will be the third to the right of the tenth number/letter counting from your right
(A) M (B) S (C) I (D) J

31. If with the third, fourth, fifth, seventh and tenth letters of the word PERSONALITY, a mean-
ingful word is formed, then first letter of the word is the answer. If no word is possible then X
is the answer
(A) O (B) T (C) R (D) S (E) X

32. If it is possible to form a word with the first, fourth, sixth and seventh letters of the word
SUPERFLOUS, write the first letter of that word, otherwise, X is the answer
(A) S (B) L (C) O (D) X
Direction:  (Q 33 - 37): Arrange the given words in the sequence in which they occur in the dictionary
and, then choose the correct sequence.

33. 1. Page 2. Pagan 3. Palisade 4. Pageant 5. Palate
(A) 1,4,2,3,5 (B) 2,4,1,3,5 (C) 2,1,4,5,3 (D) 1,4,2,5,3

34. 1. Select 2. Seldom 3. Send 4. Selfish 5. Seller
(A) 1,2,4,5,3 (B) 2,1,5,4,3 (C) 2,4,1,5,3 (D) 2,5,3,1,4

35. 1. Wrinkle 2. Wriggle 3. Writhe 4. Wretch 5. Wrath
(A) 4,5,1,2,3 (B) 5,4,2,1,3 (C) 4,2,5,1,3 (D) 5,2,1,3,4

36. 1. Credential 2. Creed 3. Crease 4. Cremate
5. Credible
(A) 1,2,3,4,5 (B) 1,5,3,4,2 (C) 5,1,2,3,4 (D) 3,1,5,2,4

37. 1. Election 2. Nomination of candidate 3. Declaration of result
4. Campaingning 5. Declaration of Election
(A) 1,2,3,4,5 (B) 5,2,4,1,3 (C) 2,1,5,3,4 (D) 5,2,1,4,3
Direction: (Q 38 - 49): Find which one word cannot be made from the letters of the given word.

38. UNCONSCIOUS
(A) SON (B) COIN (C) SUN (D) NOSE

39. TRANQUILITY
(A) QUILT (B) TRINITY (C) TRAIN (D) TRIANGLE

40. INTERNATIONAL
(A) ORIENTAL (B) TERMINAL (C) LATTER (D) RATIONALE

41. VERIEGATED
(A) TRAVEL (B) TRADE (C) GREAT (D) RIGVEDA
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42. CREDENTIAL
(A) DENTAL (B) CREATE (C) TRAIN (D) CREAM

43. CARPENTER
(A) NECTAR (B) CARPET (C) PAINTER (D) REPENT

44. REFRIGERATE
(A) REFER (B) REGRET (C) REGENERATE (D) FREE

45. CHOREOGRAPHY
(A) OGRE (B) PHOTOGRAPHY (C) GRAPH (D) GEOGRAPHY

46. SUPERIMPOSABLE
(A) SPIRE (B) REPTILE (C) POSSIBLE (D) REPOSURE

47. CONTEMPORARY
(A) PARROT (B) COMPANY (C) COIN (D) PRAYER

48. CONSOLIDATE
(A) LENTIL (B) SLAIN (C) CONDOLE (D) DETAIL

49. TEACHERS
(A) REACH (B) CHAIR (C) CHEER (D) SEARCH
Direction : (Q 50 - 52): Choose one word which can be formed from the letters of the word given.

50. VENTURESOME
(A) ROSTRUM (B) SERMON (C) TRAVERSER (D) SEVENTEEN

51. CHOCOLATE
(A) TELL (B) HEALTH (C) LATE (D) COOLER

52. MEASUREMENT
(A) MASTER (B) MANTLE (C) SUMMIT (D) ASSURE

53. How many independent words can HEARTLESS be formed into without changing the order
of the letters and using each letter only once?
(A) two (B) three (C) four (D) five

54. From the word ASTOUNDER, how many independent words can be made without changing
the order of the letters and using each letter only once?
(A) nil (B) one (C) two (D) three

55. From the word LAPROSCOPY, how many independent words can be made without changing
the order of the letters and using each letter only once?
(A) one (B) two (C) three (D) four

56. If the last four letters of the word CONCENTRATION are written in reverse order followed by next
two in the reverse order and next three in the reverse order and then followed by the first four in the
reverse order, counting from the right end which letter would be eighth in the new arrangement?
(A) N (B) T (C) E (D) R
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57. If the positions of the first and sixth letters of the word BENEFICIAL are interchanged,
similarly the positions of the second and seventh letters are interchanged and so on, which
letter will be third from right end after rearragment?
(A) C (B) E (C) F (D) N

58. How many pairs of letters in the word BRIGHTER have as many letters between them in the
word as in the English alphabet?
(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4

59. How many pairs of letters are there in the word LANGUISH which have as may letters
between them in the word as in the English alphabet?
(A) nil (B) one (C) two (D) three

60. How many pairs of letters are theare in the word BUCKET which has as many letters be-
tween them in the word as in the English alphabet?
(A) one (B) two (C) three (D) four

61. Which in the word SELFRIGHTEOUSNESS does not change its position when the letters
are reversed?
(A) E (B) G (C) H (D) T

62. How many independent meaningful words can STAINLESS be divided into without changing
the order of the letters and using each letter only once?
(A) nil (B) one (C) two (D) three

63. How many such pairs of letters are there in the word CLEARING each of which has two
letters between them in the word as also in the English alphabet?
(A) nil (B) one (C) two (D) three

64. If the letters in the word UNDERTAKING are rearranged in the alphabetical order, which
one will be in the middle in order after the rearrangement?
(A) G (B) I (C) K (D) N

65. Which letter in the word CYBERNETICS occupies the same position as it does in the English
alphabet?
(A) C (B) E (C) I (D) T

KEY AND ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT

1. B 2. B 3. A 4. D 5. D 6. D 7. B 8. D 9. A 10. C 11. B 12. A

13. A 14. C 15. B 16. B 17. C 18. C 19. D 20. B 21. D 22. C 23. A 24. A

25. A 26. D 27. B 28. B 29. C 30. D 31. C 32. A 33. C 34. C 35. B 36. D

37. B 38. A 39. D 40. B 41. A 42. D 43. C 44. C 45. B 46. B 47. C 48. A

49. B 50. B 51. C 52. A 53. C 54. D 55. B 56. D 57. D 58. C 59. D 60. A

61. D 62. C 63. A 64. C 65. C
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PUZZLE
In this test, the question are put in the form of puzzles involving certain number of items may it be things
or persons. The candidate is required to study the information carefully and answer the questions.

* Illustration 1:
What is the smallest number of ducks that could swim in this formation?
“Two ducks in front of a duck, two ducks behind a duck and a duck between two ducks”.
Solution: The smallest such number of ducks is 3 which are arranged as shown along side.

Duck Duck Duck

* Illustration 2:
A father tells his son, “I was of your present age when you were born.” If the father is 46 now, how old
was the boy 5 years back.
Solution. Say, the father was x years of age when his son was bom. When his son is ‘x’ years old,
obviously, father is ‘2x’ years old. Father is 46 years of age now so son’s present age is 23 and so he
was 18 years of age 5 years back.

* Illustration 3:
Four girls are sitting on a bench to be photographed. S hikha is to the left of Reena. Manju is to the right
of Reena. Rita is between Reena and Manju. Who would be second from the left in the photograph?
Solution:  Shikha is to the left of Reena and Manju. So, the order is Shikha - Reena - Rita - Manju
                 In the Photograph, Rita will be the second from left.

* Illustration 4:
Ashish is heavier than Govind. Mohit is lighter than Jack. Pawan is heavier than Jack but lighter than
Govind. Who among them is the heaviest?
Solution: In therms of weight:

Govind < Ashish; Mohit < Jack < Pawan and Pawan < Govind
  the sequence is
Mohit < Jack < Pawan < Govind < Ashish
  Ashish is the heaviest

* Illustration 5:
Sarita cuts a cake into two havels and cut one-half into smaller pieces of equal size. Each of the small
pieces is twenty five grams in weight. If she has eleven pieces of the cake in all with her, how heavy was
the original cake?
Solution:  Eleven pieces consist with ten small pieces of weight 25 grams each 25 10   g.i.e 250
grams

  Total weight of the cake 2 250   grams i.e. 500 grams.
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ASSIGNMENT
1. In a row of students of Ravi’s class, Ravi is 17th from either end of the row. How many

students are there in his class?
(A) 34 (B) 35 (C) 33 (D) 19 (E) 36

2. How many numbers from 11 to 50 are there which are exactly divisible by 7 but not divisible by 3?
(A) 2 (B) 4 (C) 5 (D) 6 (E) 7

3. How many numbers are amongst the numbers 9 to 54 are there which are exactly divisible by
9 but not by 3?
(A) 8 (B) 6 (C) 5 (D) 3 (E) Nil

4. How many numbers from 1 to 50 are there each of which is not only exactly divisible by 4 but
also contain 4 as a digit in it?
(A) 5 (B) 4 (C) 7 (D) 8 (E) 3

5. Ravi is not wearing white and Ajay is not wearing blue. Ravi and Sohan wear different colours.
Sachin alone wear red. What is Sohan’s colour, if all four of them are wearing different colours?
(A) Red (B) blue (C) White (D) Can’t say

6. Six students A,B,C,D,E and F are sitting in a field. A and B are from Delhi while rest are from
Banglore. D and F are tall while others are short A,C,D are girls, while others are boys. Who
is tall girl?
(A) C (B) D (C) E (D) F   (E) None of these
Direction: (Quesion 7 to 10): In a school, there were five teachers. A and B were teaching Hindi and
Geography. D and A were teaching Mathematics and Hindi. E and B were Teaching History and
French.

7. Who among the teachers were teaching maximum number of subjects?
(A) A (B) B (C) C (D) D (E) E

8. Which of the following pairs was teaching both Geography and Hindi?
(A) A and B (B) B and C (C) C and A (D) D and B

9. More than two teachers were teaching which subjects?
(A) History (B) Hindi (C) French (D) Geography
(E) Mathematics

10. In a group of cows and hens, the number of legs are 14 more than twice the number of heads.
How many cows are in the group?
(A) 5 (B) 7 (C) 11 (D) 12 (E) 9
Direction: (Question 11 to 14): Study the follwoing information and answer the questions given below
it: There is a group of five persons K, G, H, R and J.
(i) K, G and H are intelligent (ii) K, R and J are hard-working
(iii) R, H and J are hoest and (iv) K, G and J are ambitious

11. Which of the following persons is neither hard working nor ambitious?
(A) K        (B) G (C) H (D) R (E) none of these
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12. Which of the following persons is neither honest nor had working but is a mbitious?
(A) K              (B) G (C) R (D) H (E) none of these

13. A shepherd had 17 sheep. All but nine, died. How many was he left with?
(A) 0 (B) 8 (C) 9 (D) 7 (E) 17

14. Six persons A,B,C,D,E and F are sitting in a circle. B is between F and C ; A is between E and
D; F is to the left of D. Who is between A and F?
(A) B (B) C (C) D (D) A (E) F
Direction: (Question 15 to 16): Read the following information carefully and answer the questions
given below it:
The sum of the income of A and B is more than of C and D together. The sum of the income of A and
C is the same as that of B and D taken together. Moreover, A earns half as much as the sum of the
income of B and D.

15. Whose income is the highest?
(A) A (B) B (C) C (D) D    (E) cannot say

16. Which of the following statements is not correct?
(A) A earns more than B (B) B earns more than D
(C) B earns more than C (D) all are correct
Directions: (Q. 17 to 20) Read the information given below and answers the questions that follow:
P, Q, R, S, T, U, V are travelling in three different vehicles. There are at least two passengers in each
vehicle - I, II, and III and each vehicle has passengers of both the sexes. There are two engineers, two
doctors and three teachers among them. R is a lady doctor and she does not travel with the pair of sisters
P and U. Q, a male engineer, travels with only V, a teacher in vehicle I. S is a male doctor, Two persons
belonging to same profession do not travel in the same vehicle P is not an engineer and travels in vehicle II.

17. In which vehicle does R travel?
(A) I (B) II (C) III (D) II and III

18. How many lady members are there among them?
(A) 3 (B) 4 (C) 3 or 4 (D) data inadequate

19. What is U’s profession?
(A) Doctor (B) Engineers (C) Teacher (D) Data inadequate

20. Which of the following is not correct?
(A) Which of the following is not correct?
(A) P - Female - Teacher (B) Q - Male - Engineer
(C) U - Female - Teacher (D) V - Female - Teacher

KEY AND ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT

1. C 2. B 3. E 4. B 5. D 6. B 7. B 8. A 9. B 10. B 11. C 12. B

13. C 14. C 15. B 16. B 17. C 18. B 19. B 20. D
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NON-VERBAL SECTION

ODD-MAN-OUT
In this section on classification, we study the problems of ODD-MAN-OUT. Here a set of figures are
given where all but one have the similar features. The candidate is required to select that figure which
differs from the other figures in the given figures.
Direction: Given below are five figures out of which four are alike in some manner. Find that figure
which differs from the rest of the figures.

* Illustration 1:

Solution: The figures except (c) are such that the circle divided into two halves.
Hence (c) is the answer.

* Illustration 2:

Solution:  Only in figure (d), the arrow and pin lie in the same diametric line.
Hence, the answer is (d).

* Illustration 3:

Solution:  The first four letters in figures (a), (b), (c), (d) are the first letter of the first four months of the
year i.e. January, February, March and April. The figure (e) does not contain the next month’s first
letter. Hence (e) is the answer.

ASSIGNMENT
Direction: Out of the five figures (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e), given in each problem, four are similar in a
certain way. However, one figure is not like the other four.
Choose the figure which is different from the rest

1.

NON -
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

NON -
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

NON -
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16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

KEY AND ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT

1. e 2. b 3. c 4. b 5. d 6. c 7. a 8. e 9. c 10. b 11. c 12. c

13. d 14. e 15. b 16. b 17. d 18. a 19. b 20. a

NON -
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FIGURE-SERIES, CORRESPONDING AND COMPLETION

In this section, the problems are based on continuation of figures. There is a sequences of figures
depicting a change step by step. It is require to choose one of the figures from the Answer set which will
continue the same sequence.
In each of the following examples, find the figure from the Answer figures (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) which
would continue the series of four figures A, B, C, D.

* Illustration 1:

            Answer Figures

Solution: Clearly the dot in figures in A, B, C, D is moving one side of the rhombus in clock-wise
sense. To continue this series, Fig. (b) should follow Fig. (D). Hence, Fig. (b) is the answer.

* Illustration 2:

            Answer Figures

Solution:  The figures rotates 900 clockwise in each step and moves one, two, three....steps Anticlockwise
sequentially. So to continue this pattern, the fig. (a) should follow fig. (D). Hence the answer is (a).

* Illustration 3:

NON -
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           Answer Figures

Solution: It is easy to notice that similar figure repeats in alternative steps. So the fig. (b) will continue
the series after fig. (D). So the answer is (b).

Direction: In such type of problem, an incomplete figure is given. Generally a quarter i.e. one-fourth of
the figure is left blank. This incomplete figure follows a particular pattern and is marked (X), and is
followed by four alternative figure. The candidate is to choose the one of such figures which best fits
into the blank space of the figure (X) so as to complete the original pattern.
Select a figure from the four alternatives, which when palced in the blank space of figure (X) would
complete the pattern.

* Illustration 4:

Solution: Cearly fig. (d) will complete the pattern when placed in the blank space of fig. (X). Hence,
the answer is (d).

* Illustration 5:

NON -
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Solution: Clearly fig. (d) when placed in the blank space of fig. (X) will complete the pattern. Hence,
the answer is (d).

ASSIGNMENT
Direction: Each of the following problems, contains four problem figures marked A, B, C, and D five
answer figures marked (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e). Select a figure from amongst the answer figures which
will continue the same series as given in the problem figures.

1. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

2. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

3. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

NON -
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4. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

5. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

6. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

NON -
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7. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

8. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

9. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

NON -
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10. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

11. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

12. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

NON -
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13. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

14. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

15. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

NON -
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16. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

17. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

18. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

NON -
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19. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

20. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

21. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

NON -
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22. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

23. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

24. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

NON -
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25. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

26. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

27. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

NON -
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28. Problem Figures

             Answer Figures

29. Problem Figures

30. Problem Figures

31. Problem Figures

NON -
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32. Problem Figures

33. Problem Figures

34. Problem Figures

35. Problem Figures

NON -
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36. Problem Figures

37.

38.

39.

40.

NON -
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41.

42.

KEY AND ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT
1. b 2. e 3. a 4. d 5. d 6. d 7. b 8. c 9. c 10. b 11. d 12. e

13. e 14. c 15. b 16. d 17. e 18. c 19. a 20. e 21. d 22. b 23. a 24. c

25. a 26. d 27. a 28. b 29. b 30. d 31. a 32. d 33. d 34. a 35. c 36. b

37. b 38. d 39. d 40. d 41. c 42. b

NON -
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IMAGES

The reflection of an object as seen in water is called its image. It is the inverted image obtained by
turning the object upside down.
For the convenience of the candidates, given below are the water images of the (i) capital letters (ii)
small letters and (iii) of the numbers 0 to 9.

Images of capital letters

Images of capital letters

Images of numbers

Remark 1: The letters whose water-images remain unchanged are :
C, D, E, H, I, K, O and X.
Remark 2: Certain words which have identical water-images are:
KICK, KID, CHIDE, HIKE, CODE, CHICK.

NON -
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ASSIGNMENT
Type-1
Direction: In each of the following questions, you are given a combination of letters or/and numbers
followed by four alternatives (a), (b), (c), (d). Choose the alternative which most closely resembles the
water image of the given combination.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Type-2
Direction: In each of the following questions, Choose the correct water image of the figure (X) from
amongst the four alternatives (a), (b), (c), (d) given alongwith it.

NON -
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8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

NON -
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13.

14.

15.

Mirror images
The image of an object, an alphabet or a number, as seen in a mirror, is called its mirror reflection or
mirror-image.
The logic is right side on an object appears on the left side and left side appears on the right side in cse
the mirror is placed in front of the object. In case the mirror is below the object or above the object,
then the reflection or the image is obtained by turning the object upside down i.e. top goes to bottom
and vice versa.
For the convenience of the candidates, below aare given the mirror-images of (i) capital letters (ii) small
letters and (iii) numbers.

NON -
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Type-1
Direction: In each one of the following questions, you are given a combination of letters or/and numbers
followed by four alternatives (a), (b), (c) and (d). Choose the alternative which most closely resembles
the mirror-image of the given combination.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

Type-2
Direction: In each of the following questions, choose the correct mirror-image of the figure (X) from
amongst four alternatives (a), (b), (c) and (d), given along with it.

22.

NON -
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23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

NON -
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28.

29.    

30.

31. If a mirror is placed on the line MN, then which of the answer figures is the right image of the
given question figure?

KEY AND ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT

1. b 2. c 3. a 4. c 5. d 6. d 7. a 8. d 9. d 10. d 11. b 12. a

13. a 14. c 15. b 16. b 17. c 18. d 19. a 20. b 21. c 22. d 23. d 24. a

25. c 26. b 27. c 28. b 29. d 30. c 31. d

NON -
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CUBES AND DICES

Type-I
In a given figure, there are set of cubical objects arranged in rows and columns. It is required to count
the number of cubes in the figure. The method adopted is to count the number of cubes in each column
and then add to find the total number of cubes in the given figure.

* Illustration 1:
Count the number of cubes in the figure

(A) 25 (B) 30 (C) 34 (D) 36
Solution: (B). Clearly, there are 13 columns containing 1 cube; 7 columns

containing 2 cubes and one column containing 3 cubes.
  total number of cubes are

Type-II
FORMATION OF A BOX

A closed box or a cube has six faces. When this box or a cube is unfolded, we get many figures
depending upon the ways in which the cube or box is made.

In this case, when a box is made from this unfolded sheet, clearly 1 lies opposite 4 and 3 lies opposite 6.
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In this case, when a box is made, we find that 1 lies opposite 3 ; 2 lies opposite 5 and 4 lies opposite 6.

In this case, when a box is made, it is clear that 1 lies opposite 4; 2 lies opposite 6 and 3 lies opposite 5.

In this figure, when a box is made, we find that 1 lies opposite 6; 2 lies opposite 4 and 3 lies opposite
5.

* Illustration 2:
How many dots lie opposite the face having three dots, when the given figure is folded to from a cube?

Solution:  Refer to the type 2. It is clear that six dots would lie opposite the face having three dots.
Hence the answer is (D).

NON -
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* Illustration 3:
A sheet of paper as shown in the figure is folded so to form a cube. By identifying the faces, find the side
opposite to + from amongst the following alternatives.

(A)  (B) (C) (D) (E) 

Solution:   Refer to the type 3. Clearly the side opposite to required face is  .
                  Hence the answer is (E)

* Illustration 4:
A wooden cube is painted BLUE on all six faces. The side of this cube is 4cms. It is cut into smaller
cubes of side 1cm. answer the following questions base on this statement.

(i) How many cubes have three faces coloured
(A) 4 (B) 8 (C) 12 (D) 16 (E) 24

(ii) How many cubes have two faces painted?
(A) 8 (B) 12 (C) 16 (D) 24 (E) 0

(iii) How many cubes have only one face coloured?
(A) 4 (B) 8 (C) 16 (D) 24 (E) 36

(iv) How many cubes have no face coloured?
(A) 24 (B) 12 (C) 16 (D) 8 (E) 0
Solution:  Remember the formulae to answer these questions X, the side (edge) of  the large cube is
4 cm, the edge of the small cube x is 1 cm.

(i) Number of cubes having three faces coloured is 8. Hence the answer
is (B)
(ii) Number of cubes having two faces coloured

412 2 12 2 24
1

X
x

          
   

 Hence, the answer is (D).

(iii) Number of cubes having one face painted

2 246 2 6 2 24
1

X
x

          
   

 the answer is (D).

(iv) Number of cubes having no face coloured

NON -
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3 3
342 2 2 8

1
X
x

           
   

. The answer is (D).

* Illustration 5:
A painter is given a task to paint a cubical box made of wood with three different colours: Red, Blue
and Black with instructions that two opposite faces must have the same colour. He was asked to cut
this box into 27 smaller cubes of equal size. Now answer the following questions.

(i) How many smaller cubes will there with no face painted at all?
(A) 6 (B) 8 (C) 4 (D) 1 (E) 0

(ii) How many cubes will be there with all the three colours on them?
(A) 3 (B) 6 (C) 8 (D) 9 (E) 12

(iii) How many cubes wil be there with only one face painted blue?
(A) 0 (B) 1 (C) 2 (D) 3 (E) 4

(iv) How many cubes will be there with only two faces painted with blue and black colours?
(A) 4 (B) 2 (C) 6 (D) 8 (E) 10
Solution:   When opposite faces of a cube are painted with three different colours, note the following
points.

(a) Number of cubes with three colours on each will be 8.
(b) Number of cubes with two colours on them, will be divided into
three sets (a) Blue, black (b) Red, blue and (c) Red, black. Each set will

have 
1 12 2
3

X
x

      
 cubes

(c) Number of cubes with one face coloured red, blue or black on them

1 6 2
3

X
x

       
.

Now we find the answer to the question.
There are 27 cubes of smaller size. If these cubes have 1cm edge, the

edge of the big cube is given by

3

27
1
X   

 
, so X = 3. now use X = 3 and x = 1 in the above formulae:

1. Number of cube with no face painted.

3 332 2 1
1

X
x

         
   

. Answer is (D)

2. (C)
3. The number of cubes painted blue

NON -
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1 36 2 2
3 1
      

  
. The answer is (C).

4. The number of such cubes 
1 312 2 4
3 1

     
 

. Answer is (A).

* Illustration 6:
Two positions of a dice are shown. When 4 is at the bottom, what number will be on the top?

(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 5 (D) 6
Solution:   From the two figures, clearly the number 2,3,5,6 cannot appear opposite 1, so 4 appears
opposite 1. thus when 4 is at the bottom, 1 will be on the top. The answer is (A).

* Illustration 7:
In a dice a,b,c and d are written on adjacent faces, in the clockwise order and e if c is at the top and
what will be at the bottom?

(A) a (B) b (C) c (D) d
Solution:  From the given statement ‘b’ lies opposite ‘d’; ‘c’ lies opposite ‘a’ and ‘f’ lies opposite ‘e’.
so when ‘c’ is at top, ‘a’ lies at the bottom. Hence the answer is (A).

* Illustration 8:
A die is thrown three times and its three different positions are given below. Find the number on the face
opposite 3.

(A) 1 (B) 6 (C) 5 (D) 4
Solution: From the given three figures, we find that 1,2,5 and 4 are the adjacent faces 3 so none of
these of these can be opposite 3 so 6 appears opposite
3. Hence the answer is (B).

NON -
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* Illustration 9:
A die is thrown four times and its four different positions are given below. Find the number on the face
opposite to 3.

(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 4 (D) 2
Solution:  From figures (i), (iii) and (iv) we observe that the numbers adjacent to 4 are 5,6,1 and 2. so
3 lies opposite 4. Hence answer is (C).

ASSIGNMENT
Direction (Q. 1 to 8): Count the number of cubes in the following figures:

1. (A) 8
(B) 9
(C) 10

(D) 11
(E) 12

2. (A) 15
(B) 12
(C) 18

(D) 16
(E) 17

3. (A) 57
(B) 58
(C) 60

(D) 64
(E) 62

NON -
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4. (A) 28
(B) 36
(C) 40

(D) 42
(E) 44

5. (A) 68
(B) 69
(C) 70

(D) 71
(E) 72

6. (A) 64
(B) 68
(C) 66

(D) 70
(E) 72

7. (A) 80
(B) 85
(C) 87

(D) 90
(E) 89

NON -
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8. (A) 45
(B) 50
(C) 48

(D) 49
(E) 46

9. (A) 48
(B) 49
(C) 50

(D) 52
(E) 54

10. (A) 10
(B) 15
(C) 18

(D) 20
(E) 21

11. Choose from the alternatives, the boxes that will be formed when figure X is folded.

NON -
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12. When the figure X given below is folded to from a box which of the following alternatives will
give the similar box?

13. Choose from the alternatives, the boxes that will be formed when figure (X) is folded:

14. Choose from the alternatives the boxes that will be formed when the figure X is folded.

(A) B and C only (B) A, C and D only (C) C and D only (D) A and D only

NON -
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15. Choose from the alternatives, the boxes that will be formed when figure (X) is folded:

(A) A and B only (B) B and C only (C) B and D only (D) A, B, C and D only
16. Choose from the alternatives (a), (b), (c), (d), the boxes that will be formed when figure (X)

given below is folded:

17. Choose from the alternatives (a), (b), (c), (d) the boxes that will be formed when figure (X)
given below is folded.

(A) A only (B) A, B and C only (C) B and C only (D) A, B, C and D only

NON -
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18. Choose from the alternatives, the boxes that will be formed when figure (X) is folded.

(A) A and D only (B) C and D only (C) A and B only (D) B and C only
Direction: A cube is coloured red on all faces. It is cut into 64 smaller cubes of equal size. Answer the
following questions.

19. How many cubes have no face coloured?
(A) 24 (B) 16 (C) 8 (D) 16 (E) 24

20. How  many cubes are there which have only one face pianted?
(A) 4 (B) 6 (C) 8 (D) 16 (E) 24

21. How many cubes have two red faces on opposite sides?
(A) 0 (B) 8 (C) 16 (D) 24 (E) 12

22. How many cubes have three faces coloured?
(A) 24 (B) 16 (C) 12 (D) 8 (E) 4

23. The minimum number of colours required to paint all the sides of a cube that no two adjacent
faces have the same colour, is:
(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4
Direction: A cube is painted blue on all faces. It is cut into 125 smaller cubes of equal size.

24. How many cubes are not painted on any face?
(A) 8 (B) 16 (C) 18 (D) 27
(E) 54

25. How many cubes are painted on one face?
(A) 8 (B) 16 (C) 36 (D) 54
(E) None of these
Direction: Six faces of a cube are coloured black, brown, green, red, white and blue, such that
(i) Red is opposite black (ii) Green is between red and black
(iii) Blue is adjacent to white. (iv) Brown is adjacent to blue.
(v) red is at the bottom.
Answer the question based on this information.

NON -
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26. Which colour is opposite brown
(A) White (B) Red (C) Green (D) Blue (E) Black

27. The four colours, adjacent to one another are
(A) Black, Blue, Brown, Red
(B) Black, Blue, Brown, White
(C) Black, Blue, Red, White
(D) Black, Brown, Red, White
(E) Blue, Brown, Red, White

28. Which colour, of the following can be deduced from (i) and (v)?
(A) Black is on the top.
(B) Blue is on the top
(C) Brown is one the top(D) Brown is on the top
(E) White is on the top
Direction: A solid cube of each side 10cm, has been painted red, blue and black on pairs of opposite
faces. It is then cut into cubical blocks of each size 2cm. answer the following questions.

29. How many cubes have no face painted?
(A) 12 (B) 10 (C) 8 (D) 12 (E) 27

30. How many cubes have only one face painted?
(A) 54 (B) 36 (C) 24 (D) 25
(E) 18

31. How many cubes have only two faces painted?
(A) 18 (B) 24 (C) 36 (D) 25 (E) 8

32. How many cubes have three faces painted?
(A) 0 (B) 8 (C) 12 (D) 10 (E) 9

33. How many cubes have three faces painted with different colours?
(A) 0 (B) 4 (C) 8 (D) 12 (E) 16

34. How many cubes have two faces painted red and black and all other faces unpainted?
(A) 36 (B) 24 (C) 12 (D) 4 (E) 0

35. How many cubes have only one face painted red and all other faces unpainted?
(A) 18 (B) 27 (C) 24 (D) 36 (E) 12

36. How many cubes have two faces black?
(A) 27 (B) 9 (C) 3 (D) 1 (E) 0

37. How many cubes have one face painted bblue and one face painted red?
(A) 18 (B) 12 (C) 27 (D) 9 (E) 0

38. How many cubes are there in all?
(A) 250 (B) 240 (C) 125 (D) 200 (E) 64

NON -
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39. Two positions of a block are given below. When 1 is at the top, which number will be at the
bottom?

(A) 1 (B) 2 (3) 3 (D) 5
40. Two positions of a cube are shown below. When the number 4 will be at the bottom, then which

number will be at the top?

(A) 3 (B) 4 (C) 5 (D) 6
41. A die is thrown three times and its three different positions are given below.

(A) 1 (B) 3 (C) 5 (D) 6
42. Find the number dots on the face opposite the face bearing 3 dots

(A) 5 (B) 6 (C) 4
(D) cannot be determined

43. A die is thrown four times and its different positions are recorded as follow:
What number is opposite 3?

(A) 2 (B) 3 (C) 4 (D) 6

NON -
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44. A die is thrown four times and the different positions are recorded as follows:

(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4
Directions: (Q 45 to 50) A cube is coloured red on two opposite faces, blue on two adjacent faces
and yellow on the two remaining faces. It is then cut into two halves along the plane parallel to the red
faces. One piece is then cut into four equal cubes and the other one onto 32 equal cubes. Now answer
the following questions.

45. How many cubes do not have any coloured face?
(A) 0 (B) 2 (C) 4 (D) 8

46. How many cubes do not have any red face?
(A) 8 (B) 16 (C) 20 (D) 24

47. How many cubes have atleast two coloured faces?
(A) 20 (B) 24 (C) 28 (D) 32

48. How many cubes have each a yellow face with other faces blank?
(A) 4 (B) 14 (C) 16 (D) 17

49. How many cubes have atleast one blue face?
(A) 14 (B) 15 (C) 17 (D) 20

50. What number is opposite 3 in the figure shown below? The given two positions are of the
same dice whose each surface bears a number among 1,2,3,4,5 and 6.

(A) 2 (B) 4 (C) 5 (D) 6

KEY AND ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT

1) C 2) A 3) A 4) C 5) B 6) B 7) E 8) E 9) A 10) B 11) B 12) D

13) B 14) C 15) B 16) A 17) D 18) A 19) C 20) D 21) A 22) D 23) C 24) D

25) D 26) A 27) D 28) A 29) E 30) A 31) C 32) B 33) C 34) C 35) A 36) E

37) B 38) C 39) C 40) A 41) C 42) B 43) C 44) A 45) C 46) B 47) A 48) A

49) C 50) C

******

NON -


